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Abstract 

  Formation of underwater plasma discharge has been an attractive avenue for the researchers since last 

few decades due to some rare and critical applications.  Underwater plasma discharges have wide 

range of applications in environmental, biological, industrial and semi-conductor industry. The basic 

understanding of the physical and chemical characteristics of these underwater discharges is of 

extensive importance for their future applications and research. Due to the high dielectric constant of 

water the control on power consumption is first challenge for researchers working for liquid plasma.  

Various methods were adopted in past to reduce power consumption and to generate plasma in large 

volume of water effectively. Among them use of different electrode assemblies with pulse power 

source, high frequency power sources, and wave-heated sources were adopted to generate plasma at 

low power consumption. Using some electrical, spectral and imaging diagnostic techniques some work 

has been done on the characterization of liquid plasmas.   

  The aim of this research work was to generate flowing water discharge at low power consumption by 

injecting stream of gas. Moreover the determination of best experimental conditions to yield high 

concentration of reactive species and their advance antibacterial application was another objective of 

this research work.  

  To achieve these objectives a flowing water capillary discharge method has been adopted in this 

research for the diagnostics and applications of underwater plasma discharge.  The discharge was 

created in a quartz tube with two different power sources, negative DC and high frequency AC. The 

tungsten electrodes were installed in pin-pin electrode assembly and discharge was created in flowing 

water. In order to reduce the power consumption gas bubbles were introduced in capillary tube.  Three 

different gasses argon, oxygen and air were used in all experiments to compare the electrical, spectral 

and chemical effects of each of them. Two types of water was used, a tab water and high conductivity 

water to compare the physical and chemical characteristics of two types of water. Hydrogen peroxide 

was also mixed in water for different amounts to observe its effect on the yield rate of oxidant species. 

The observed oxidant species were     radicals, ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide, reactive hydrogen 
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and reactive oxygen. Various spectral and chemical mechanisms were adopted for the determination of 

these oxidant species generated by underwater plasma discharge.  

  In negative DC discharge air and oxygen injected discharge was compared. The effect of each gas on 

electrical parameters like breakdown voltage, frequency, time between the occurrence of discharge 

pulses, energy per discharge pulse and power of discharge pulses were determined and compared. The 

effect of each gas on the yield rate of     radicals has been explored. Oxygen was proved to be more 

efficient compared to air from above mentioned prospects.  

  Electron temperature and number density was determined in argon air and oxygen injected negative 

DC discharge and their effect on the concentration of oxidant species including     radicals, ozone 

and hydrogen peroxide has been explored. A direct relation of electron temperature and oxidant 

species was determined. 

  In high frequency capillary discharge the effect of hydrogen peroxide addition along with argon 

injection for tab water and water with various conductivities was performed. In tab water the effect of 

hydrogen peroxide addition and argon injection on the electrical and spectra characteristics was 

determined. While in case of higher conductivities then tab water the effect of water conductivity on 

the electrical and spectral characteristics were explored. Hydrogen peroxide was observed ineffective 

for electrical parameters of discharge like break down voltage, power and frequency of discharge 

pulses while it effected highly the concentration of     radicals. High conductivity of water reduced 

required breakdown voltage and enhances the concentration of     radicals.  

 On the basis of DC and high frequency AC underwater capillary discharge conclusions large volume 

flowing water sterilization was obtained by plasma discharge at low input power. Twenty capillaries 

were connected in parallel and high flow rate (0.2L/min) of water was treated by high frequency power 

source. Total 4 L/min water sterilization was obtained by this mechanism. 

   Based on spectral and electrical diagnostics of underwater capillary discharge, its application on the 

antibacterial activity (Gram-negative E. Coli) was observed. The oxygen injected and hydrogen 

peroxide added capillary discharge was adopted for the disinfection of bacterial effect in drinking 
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water. The addition of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide mixing resulted in high yield rate of ozone,     

radicals, hydrogen peroxide, reactive hydrogen and reactive oxygen, which played a vital role in 

bacterial disinfection.   
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Thesis Outline 

The outline of the different chapters of this thesis is as follow: 

                            Chapter 1 represents a brief introduction of underwater plasma discharge. The 

mechanisms of discharge occurrence, the resultant of underwater discharge in form of oxidant species 

have been explained. The application area of underwater plasma discharge has been mentioned.  

                         Chapter 2 discusses the diagnostic techniques of underwater plasma discharge adopted 

in this research. Spectral, electrical, imaging, statistical and computing methods are explained in this 

chapter.  

                        Chapter 3 demonstrates the diagnostics of negative dc flowing water capillary discharge 

with air and oxygen injection. A comparison of air and oxygen injection in underwater discharge with 

respect to electrical parameters and concentration of     radicals has been explored. 

                        Chapter 4 illustrates a relation between physical and chemical characteristics of 

negative dc; gas injected (argon, air, oxygen) flowing water capillary discharge. The electron number 

density and electron temperature were calculated and their effect on the oxidant species (   , H2O2 

and O3) was presented. 

                       Chapter 5 explains the characteristics of high frequency alternating current voltage 

flowing water capillary discharge. This chapter is composed of three parts. In first part the effect of 

argon injection and hydrogen peroxide addition on the generation of     radicals was presented, while 

in second part of this chapter, effect of water conductivity on electrical spectral and on effect on the 

yield rate of     radicals were explained.  

                     Chapter 6 represents the sterilization of large volume of water. Multiple capillaries were 

joined in parallel, to sterilize large volume of water quickly. Since one capillary could sterilize water at 

flow rate of maximum 0.2 L/min, so twenty capillaries were connected in parallel to sterilize 4 L/min 

flowing water. The electrical and spectral results are presented in this section of large volume 

sterilization.  

                     Chapter 7 presents the application of underwater capillary discharge in antibacterial 

activity. The effect of oxygen injection and hydrogen peroxide addition on the inactivation of gram 

negative Escherichia coli (E. coli) was explored.  

                      Chapter 8 gives the conclusions of this thesis for various diagnostics and application 

background.  
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1. Underwater Plasma Discharge 

1.1 What is plasma?     

      Else then solid liquid and gas there exists another state of matter known as ―Plasma‖ named by 

Irvin Langmuir in 1920‘s [1]. ―A quasi-neutral gas, consisting of charged and neutral particles, 

exhibiting collective behavior is called plasma‖ [2]. Before concept of plasma three states of matter 

were considered known as solid liquid and gas. Solids are state of matter where atoms are arranged in 

specific positions, and they cannot move inside the bulk of material, but they can oscillate about their 

mean positions. When temperature is applied to the solids (above their melting point) these solids 

transformed to the liquid state. In liquid state of matter, the atoms and molecules venders inside the 

bulk of material, as they have enough kinetic energies, which can overcome the potential energies due 

to mutual interactions.  Due to the existence of surface potential experienced by liquid molecule they 

cannot leave the surface of the liquid. Now if further heating is applied to the liquid (above or equal to 

their vaporization temperature) these liquids convert into their gaseous form. In this gaseous state the 

molecules have enough kinetic energy that they can move freely and some sort of container or vessel is 

required to enclose that gas [3]. Further if some sort of energy or heating (>10
3
Kelvin) either from 

electrical field, electromagnetic (EM) waves, laser or from any RF source is applied, then gas will be 

ionized and this ionized gas is called ―PLASMA‖ [4]. This ionized (partially or in ideal case fully 

ionized) gas contains charged and neutral particles. Fig. 1.1 shows the schematic of transformation 

process.  

   Two main sources of plasma exists 1). Natural plasma. 2). Laboratory plasma. In nature plasma 

exists in sun, moon, galaxies and stars [5]. Fig. 1.2 represents some typical forms of upper atmosphere 

plasmas [6]. The range of upper atmospheric plasmas depends upon electron density. Fig. 1.3 

represents the range of typical upper atmosphere plasmas [7]. 
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Fig. 1.1 Transformation stages of plasma formation under influence of heating. 

  

 In laboratory some plasma can also be generated by ionizing gas at atmospheric pressure or at low 

pressure by applying electric field across the electrodes. By heating gas through electric fields, EM 

waves, RF waves or laser can cause generation of plasmas.  

 

Fig. 1.2 Some typical natural plasma exist in (a) sun (b) moon (c) galaxies (d) Aurora (e) atmospheric 

electricity. 
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Fig. 1.3 Range of upper atmosphere plasmas. 

  The laboratory plasma can be induced in gas, vacuum or within liquid also. The technological or 

laboratory plasmas can be divided into two types [8]:  

1). Thermal plasmas  

2). Non-thermal plasmas. 

  Thermal plasmas have Te = Ti, n (where Te represents the electron temperature and Ti, n  are heavy 

particle temperature like ions and neutral atoms). In the core of the plasma these temperatures can 

reach values up to 10
3
 K and the gas is highly ionized. The characteristic of different exited states gave 

a specific property to the active species like atoms. Atmospheric pressure non-thermal plasmas have a 

very high electron temperature Te, while that of heavy particles the Ti, n remains at the local areas. A 

small density and low degree of ionization exists as well. The electrons and ions never achieve local 

thermodynamic equilibrium, which is the reason why gas remains at room temperature or very slightly 

above it.  
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  Plasmas (either high temperature or low temperature) have wide range of various applications. 

Plasma can be generated in different media like gas, vacuum, solid and liquid. Fig. 1.4 shows 

schematic diagram of plasma applications in various fields [9]. 

 

Fig. 1.4 Schematic of plasma application in various fields. 

 

  In this research we will focus on the diagnostics and applications of underwater plasma discharge. 

1.2 Introduction to underwater plasma discharges 

  The disinfection of water and wastewater through plasma processing has become an attractive avenue 

for plasma researchers due to its maximum disinfection rate (∼99.6%) and minimum treatment time 

(∼8 seconds) [10]. 

    The increases in the population and industrial activities have caused an increase in chemical 

pollutants and harmful species (dyes, phenol, benzenes, organic pollutants, and microorganisms) in 

aqueous systems.                                     

  Initially, chemical methods like chlorination were adopted for water disinfection and to rid water 

from its undesirable odor. This method, however, requires a large treatment time and results in a lower 

disinfection rate. Moreover, such disinfection methods generate some harmful ingredients, such as N-
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nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), trihelomethane (THMS), and halo acetic acids (HAAs), which cause 

rectal cancer and increase the risk of miscarriage as well as birth defects and fetal growth in women 

[11]. These chemicals also severely affect the human eyes and brain [12]. All these factors reduce the 

effectiveness of the chlorination process. The advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) were thus 

developed to replace the chlorination method. In AOPs, chemical, electrical, or radiation energy was 

used for generating highly reactive oxidants that cause water disinfection, and among these oxidants, 

the     radicals have been proven to be the most effective for water sterilization because of their large 

redox potential (2.80 V) [13]. Table 1.1 shows the redox potentials of different chemical species. The 

major AOPs for water treatment and for generating a large amount of     radicals are ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation, ozone treatment, hydrogen-peroxide (H2O2) treatment, and treatments with various 

combinations of H2O2, UV, and ozone [14].  

Oxidant Species Redox Potential (Volts) 

Hydroxyl Radicals 2.80 

Ozone 2.07 

Hydrogen Peroxide 1.78 

Permanganate 1.69 

Chlorine dioxide 1.69 

Chlorine 1.36 

Oxygen 1.23 

 

Table 1.1. Redox potential of different chemical reactive species. 

  The AOP‘s also having some disadvantages. UV radiation can sterilize industrial water, but its 

efficiency for a large amount of water is too low, especially in flowing water [15]. Ozone (O3) has also 

been proven to be a powerful disinfectant that destroys microorganisms through direct oxidation, but it 

is less popular than the other disinfectants because ozone equipment is expensive and ozone can cause 

damage if its dose is uncontrolled. The combination of H2O2 and O3 also acts as a water disinfectant 

source as together they produce     radicals that are strong disinfectants [16]. Their combination, 

however, requires a special storage arrangement and deteriorates with time, which has made it also less 

popular than the other existing disinfectants. The combinations of ozone treatment and UV radiation 

and of UV radiation and hydrogen peroxide treatment also generate     radicals, but the water 
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turbidity affects the     radicals‘ production rate [17, 18]. By means of ultrasound in water, the 

cavitation effects can create micro bubbles. As a result of the implosion of these micro bubbles, hot 

plasma can be generated in their interior, which causes the generation of      radicals [19]. This 

process, however, has also been proven to be less efficient because of it has low energy efficiency and 

also it requires the use of supplemental oxidants like UV, ozone, or hydrogen [20]. Water can also be 

disinfected by striking it directly with a high-energy beam of electrons with energies of several MeV 

[21], but the electron range limits the thickness of the water layer that can be treated. Membranes also 

used in water disinfection [22], but the requirement for continuous cleaning and replacement reduces 

their use.  Underwater plasma discharge share the potential to overcome all these limitations of the 

advanced oxidation processes; although compared to gas discharges, the physics of underwater 

discharge is very complicated, and many aspects of it are still largely not understood [23]. Due to their 

potential in solving several technological problems, however, such as in the field of water cleaning, 

underwater plasmas consisting of streamers (both positive and negative); are attracting much interest 

[24]. A plasma discharge in water is based on the following two theories [25]: 

(1) The electron theory, according to which the water molecules are ionized and dissociated by a 

strong applied electric field and the plasma that is generated;  

and (2) The thermal (bubble) theory, according to which liquid is strongly heated by the passing 

current; thus, micro bubbles are generated, a potential gradient occurs inside the bubbles, and a 

discharge is ignited. The contribution of both the bubbles and electrons causes the breakdown of the 

liquid, the dissociation of the water molecules, and the generation of     radicals and other reactive 

species. The bubbles can also be induced by injecting a stream of gas from external source. When 

electrical energy is used for generating plasma, the applied electric field dissociates the water 

molecules through a four-step electrical polarization process, as shown in Fig. 1.5.  
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Fig 1.5.  Electric polarization of water molecules. 

 

  In the first step, opposite polarities are applied across two electrodes. In the second step, the water 

molecules become electrically charged. In the third step, due to electric polarization, the water‘s 

stability is weakened by the hydrogen and the oxygen atoms. Finally, in the fourth step, due to the 

existing voltage, the attraction to the water molecules splits up the water molecules into atoms and 

produce various reactive radicals (   , H, O, and HO2), as well as molecular species like H2O2, H2, 

and O3 [26]. Depending upon the applied voltage, the type of applied voltage (pulse or continuous, DC 

or AC), and the existence of an opposite polarity attraction, the electric polarization continues. The 

intense electric field kills only the microorganisms, but the taste and the nutrient content of the water 

remain invariable [27]. The expansion of the plasma in the surrounding water causes the generation of 

shockwaves with a pressure amplitude on the order of hundreds of mega Pascal. These shockwaves 

also participate in the generation of reactive species through electrohydraulic cavitation [28]. All these 

processes participate in water disinfection and other environmental applications. 

1.2.1 Literature review on plasma water treatment 

 

  The research is under process since last few decades. Many research groups participated so far in 

liquid discharges; an overview is given here. Historically the electrical engineers first time studied the 

plasma discharge in liquids [29, 30]. Ham and Balaster in 1973 [31], Ohgiyama, and Clements in 1996 

[32], Sato and Clements in 1999 [33] studied about partial electrical discharge and arc or spark 

discharge. The process of increase in time lag to water break down with increasing pressure through 

bubble mechanism in sub-microsecond discharge was studied by Jones and Kunhardt in 1994,1995 

[34].  The cavitation mechanism of discharge in bubbles was determined by Beroual, Zahn and Badent 

in 1993 and 1998 [35].  The electronic process inside bubbles generated by any mechanism with in 
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water was also studied by Akiyama in 2000 [36]. The process of bulk heating via ionic current, 

evaporation process and streamers propagation was studied by Lisitsyn et al. in 1999 [37]. The 

generation of ultra violet (UV) radiations, shock waves generation and formation of thermal plasma 

channel was studied by Sunka et al. in 1999 [38] and Lee et al. in 2003. The electric breakdown fields 

of megavolts per centimeter have been reported by Sato et al. in 2006 [39]. The generation of ultra 

violet (UV) radiations, reactive species and shock waves simultaneously were reported by B. R. Locke 

et al. in 2006 [40]. About the physics of discharge, chemical reactions taking place in discharge and 

different kinds of discharge were reported by Bridgeman and Leys in 2009 [41].  

  Since then and currently several groups around the world are actively involved in underwater plasma 

discharge and discharge in direct liquid chemicals for advance applications in various fields.  

1.2.2 Conventional methods of electrical breakdown in water     

  Several methods have been reported so far for creating discharge in water through different electrodes 

configurations and various power sources. Fig. 1.6 represents discharge generated between two 

stainless steel disc electrodes having a dielectric layer [42]. Fig. 1.7 represents various electrode 

assemblies used for generating plasma discharge in water [42].  

  The generation of discharge in micro bubbles either generated by ohmic heating or by external gas 

injection is of large interest due to less dielectric constant of gas inside bubbles.  

  Fig. 1.8 represents some typical examples of electrode configurations and discharge generating 

mechanism inside bubbles and liquid medium simultaneously [42].  
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Fig. 1.6 Multichannel discharge generated between two stainless steel electrodes (Yang, Kim et al. 

2011a). 

 

Fig. 1.7 Schematics of some typical electrodes configurations  
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Fig. 1.8 Schematics of different electrode configurations for bubble discharge [42]. 

 

  Due to high dielectric strength of water, high voltage and high power is needed for generating 

discharge in water. The high power consumption makes underwater plasma discharge an expansive 

technique for various applications and disadvantageous edge. To overcome this problem bubbles are 

usually introduced in water and at comparatively low voltage plasma can be induced inside these 

bubbles, whose implosion participates in occurrence of discharge with in water. The bubbles can be 

induced by various mechanisms, including heating of water by high power and generation of micro 

bubbles due to joule‘s heating effect, that will make the temperature of liquid too high, which is often 

undesirable specially for applications where low temperature is needed.  For such conditions, non-

thermal plasma can be generated by the injection of gas externally to generate bubbles in liquid and to 

induce plasma within bubbles at liquid gas interface. The injection of external gas not only proved 

useful for generating low power plasma but also depending upon the characteristics of the injected 

gas, the chemical characteristics can be controlled. Also generation of bubbles by wave heating and 

sound cavitation process are more familiar methods for inducing bubbles and discharge creation 

within that bubbles. The process of bubbles generation and discharge creation within these bubbles 
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drastically reduced the power consumption problem. Moreover use of high frequency voltages, radio 

frequency (RF) heated plasmas also proved effective for large volume discharge creation. Multi-phase 

input (3-phase to 12-phase) alternating current (AC) voltages also effectively reduced the power 

consumption problem [43].  

  In this research, due to flexibility of use of many capillaries in parallel, we adopted capillary 

discharge method having pin-pin electrodes assembly for research purpose, with external gas 

injection. The power consumption was drastically reduced by this method, which will be discussed in 

next chapters of thesis.  

1.3 Fundamentals of underwater plasma discharge   

  The discharge mechanism in water can be divided into two categories; of pure water medium and 

bubble containing water [44, 45]: Since underwater discharge takes place in two mediums existing in 

water; one is pure water medium and other are bubbles , either created by joule‘s heating or by external 

gas injection. Therefore underwater plasma discharge process can be explained by two theories that are 

further divided into four different categories. Fig. 1.9 represents the flow chart of theories that explain 

the underwater plasma discharge mechanism. 

  In underwater discharge the medium where discharge occurs composed of gas containing bubbles or 

water at the interface of bubbles. Therefore breakdown mechanisms can be explained by two theories; 

one related to gas breakdown process and other related to liquid breakdown process.  

1.3.1 Electrical breakdown in gas phase 

  Depending upon pressure and inter-electrode gap where plasma can be induced, the electrical 

breakdown in gas phase (bubbles and gas channels) can be explained by two mechanisms: 

(a)  Townsend breakdown mechanism 

  This mechanism resembles to breakdown process in gas discharges. At high frequency and short 

breakdown period the gas inside bubble become conductive and discharge occurs. The electron 

avalanche process initiates the discharge mechanism inside bubbles.  
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Fig. 1.9 Flow chart of Theoretical models in underwater plasma discharge mechanism. 

   The basis of Townsend is the generation of successive secondary avalanches to induce breakdown. 

Due to background radiations (cosmic radiations), radioactivity and thermal affects some primary 

electrons already present with in gaseous medium of bubbles before application of any electrical field 

or in the presence of weak electric field. When the field strength becomes sufficiently high, then due to 

collisions with neutral particles of gas, more ions and free electrons can be generated. These electrons 

known as secondary electrons will be able to further ionize neutral particles by collision leading to 

excess of electrons and ions. The process is cumulative, and the number of charge particles will go on 

increasing under the influence of the electric field. The multiplication of electrons number density will 

continue, and per unit length along electric field is given as [46]: 

          
  ……………………………………….. (1) 

                             

                                                         
α = Townsend ionization co-efficient 
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  The Townsend discharge co-efficient is the number of ionizing collisions per unit length that a single 

electron undergoes. It depends upon, applied electric field, pressure and inter-electrode gap where 

plasma needed to be generated. The swarm of electrons and positive ions produced in this way is 

called an electron avalanche as schematically shown in Fig. 1.10.  

 

Fig. 1.10. Electron Avalanche process 

  When the gas medium within bubbles become full of electrons and ions, then under influence of 

applied electric field across two electrodes breakdown occurs, the implosion of bubbles participate 

overall discharge occurrence. The Townsend discharge mechanism is only applicable for low pressure 

and for discharge in short gap distances [47]. 

(b) Spark breakdown mechanism 

  For larger inter-electrode gap distances and high pressure discharges the phenomena can be explained 

by spark breakdown process. The spark breakdown process is based on the concept of streamers 

propagation between two electrodes within water, which arises due to the addition of space charge 

field of single avalanche with in gas medium. Fig. 1.11 represents the concept of streamer and it 

propagation direction [48]. Electrons being less massive and highly mobile will drift quickly towards 

anode leaving behind massive positive charge ions, giving a water drop shape of streamer. The field 

will increase in front of the head of streamer, while behind head, the field between the electrons and 

positive ions becomes in the opposite direction to the applied field, reducing the resultant field 

strength. At the head of the streamer near anode, electric field rapidly increases, resulting increase in 
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space charge and further strengthen the electric field near anode.  The process is quick and results in 

formation of streamers [49].  

 

Fig. 1.11 Mechanism of streamer propagation 

1.3.2 Electrical breakdown in liquid phase 

  Compared to gas discharge, in underwater plasma discharge due to multi-dynamics system and 

interaction of many particles, many aspects about the liquid discharge model are unresolved. The 

density difference of liquid and gas is the major cause. Being highly dense in water, the impact cross 

section of electron-neutral molecules and electron to charge particles is entirely different. Due to high 

density many body collision takes place quickly. Also due to dense plasma the Boltzmann distribution 

of electrons does not exists, due to multi-particle collisions, therefore collisional integral cannot be 

calculated from binary collision approximation [50]. Moreover the conductivity of liquids, chemical 

composition of liquids, and variation in energies of electrons generated by different simultaneous 

processes, like electric fields dissociation, by ionization, UV ionization and shockwaves interactions 

are also different [51]. Therefore the discharge occurrence in water cannot be approximated as 

equivalent to Townsend discharge mechanism. But there are some approximate models that lead to the 

discharge occurrence process more closely by considering some assumptions [52]:  

(a) Dense gas approximation 

  In dense gas approximation, like gas discharge, it is assumed that two body collisions are applicable. 

Although high density of liquid could cause rise in multi particle collision, but the strong bonds 

between the neutral molecules of the liquid is also another factor. Neglecting the many particles 
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collisions and assuming two body collisions and equalizing liquid to dense gas, some parameters in 

liquid discharge can be obtained [52].  

(b) Semiconductor approximation 

  The second approximation for liquid discharge model is semiconductors approximation. In dielectric 

liquids the charge particle exists due to dissociation of neutral molecules under influence of energy 

supplied sufficient to create ionization by electrical or by heating process.  

X
*
 → Y

+
 +Z

- 

  The ionization rate depends upon the dielectric strength of liquid and/or the binding forces between 

molecules of that liquid. In polar liquids like water the dissociation/ ionization is more than non-polar 

liquid due to the permittivity difference. Water has high permittivity that weakens the coulombs 

attraction between cations and anions, thus high rate of ionization exists [52].  

  In semiconductors, under the influence of applied electric field the electron move from cathode to 

anode, leaving a vacancy of electron called hole (+ve charge). To fill up this vacancy a similar electron 

from neighboring position transfer to that position and shift vacancy (hole) to the next position. This 

rapid process cause electron movement towards anode while vacancies transformation towards 

cathode. This cause transformation of current in semiconductors (electronic current due to electrons 

and conventional current due to holes/vacancies). While in liquids, like water, H2O combines with a 

portion H
+
 and forms a complex molecule H3O

+
. This complex can transfer an excessive proton H

+
 to 

the neighboring water molecule and forms complex H3O
+ 

. Since this transformation takes place due to 

the displacement of electrons like in semiconductors under influence of strong electric field while 

protons remains stationary like vacancies or holes in semiconductors [52]. On the basis of this 

similarity in charge transfer the liquid discharge model can be assumed as semiconductors 

approximation.  Under the influence of high electric fields, the electron and holes tunnel from one 

molecule to other. The applied electric field ‗ ⃗ ‘ for this process should be higher than the barrier 

potential ‗V‘ between two molecules. The distance between two molecules also influences the 
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tunneling process. Fig. 1.12 indicates the schematic of charge transformation process in two 

approximations [52].  

  Compared to dense gas approximation where two body collisions are assumed, semiconductor 

approximation is better for explaining the breakdown process in liquid.  

 

 

Fig. 1.12. Schematic of charge transformation in (a) Semiconductors (b) In dielectric liquids under 

influence of high electric field.  

All above explained theoretical aspects of underwater plasma discharge were referenced and 

summarized from Alexander Friedman et. al book [52].  

1.4 Reactive species generated by underwater discharge  

  Under effect of strong applied electric field from different power sources like DC, pulsed DC, high 

frequency AC or from RF source cause splitting of water molecule and generation of reactive oxidant 

species through physical and chemical processes.  The other processes like UV radiations and shock 

waves of several orders of magnitudes (few Pascal to Mega Pascal) also cause the generation of 

reactive species [53, 54]. 

  Many species can be generated through discharge process that has ability to sterilize water, remove 

harmful elements from water and can cause useful chemical reactions. 
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1.4.1      radicals 

 

  The hydroxyl radical (   ) is the neutral form of the hydroxide ion (   ). The hydroxyl radicals are 

highly reactive and are consequently short-lived (∼1 ms) [55]. In nature, (   ) radicals exist in the 

atmosphere, having been formed by photolysis in the upper atmosphere with ozone [56]. The high-

energy and lower-wavelength UV photons dissociate the ozone molecules into atomic and molecular 

forms, and the atomic form can react with the water vapor present in the upper atmosphere to form 

    radicals [57]: 

O3 + hυ → O+O2 

O+H2O → 2    

  In laboratories, the     radicals can be induced by combining various chemicals, and by using 

electrical discharges [58]. In this experiment, electrical energy was used to generate     radicals 

through a plasma discharge without any chemical addition. The applied electrical energy generated 

non-thermal plasmas in the water, and as a result, dissociation and ionization took place in the water, 

which generated     radicals [59]: 

                                                         H2O+e−∗ →    + H+ e− (dissociation), 

                                                         H2O+e∗ → H2O+e− (ionization) 

(∗indicates the high-energy stage of the electron) 

   The generated     radicals have an important application in water sterilization when they react 

chemically to destroy dangerous bacteria (E. coli, salmonella, shigella, etc.) [60]. 
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1.4.2 Reactive oxygen 

The occurrence of plasma discharge in water cause splitting of water molecule that generates reactive 

oxygen which can be measured and identified through emission spectrum at 777nm and 844 nm. The 

possible chemical reactions for the generation of oxygen and its chemical reaction with other reactive 

species were reported by [61, 62], as follows: 

eaq+ HO2
- 
→O

-  
+     

eaq+ O2 → O2
-
 

·
OH + HO2

. 
→O2 + H2O 

·
OH+ O2
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.
 

·
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+ H2O 

1.4.3 Reactive hydrogen  

  The occurrence of discharge can cause reactive hydrogen production that can be measured by 

emission spectrum at Hβ (444 nm) and Hα (656 nm). Some possible chemical reactions reported by 

[63]: 

2H2O → H2O2 + H2 

6H2O→4H2 + 2H2O2 + O2  

1.4.4 Ozone 

  Since long time ozone (O3) has been used as disinfectant for industrial, chemical and waste water, 

due to its characteristic of powerful oxidant and effective thermodynamic oxidation potential [64]. In 

water treatment ozone proved to be useful for enhancing pleasant taste of water, removing unpleasant 

odor from water, for benefiting congelation and filtration process and acts as first obstacle for micro-
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organisms. The combination of ozone with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ultra violet (UV) radiations and 

hydroxyl radicals (   ) presented highly effective results for water treatment, which were not too 

effective with only ozone [65]. 

 Ozone can be generated by creating electrical discharges in water, along with injecting oxygen in 

water [66]. The dissociation of ozone forms other chemical reactive species like     Radicals and 

reactive oxygen. Fig. 1.13 represents the scheme of dissociation of ozone [67]. 

 

Fig. 1.13 Ozone decomposition scheme in water and formation of resultant reactive species. 

  Since electrical discharges also generate UV radiations, H2O2 and     radicals also, therefore ozone 

reacts with them simultaneously. Ozone reacts with H2O2 and decomposition of H2O2 takes place to 

form     radicals, while the photolysis of ozone by UV radiations also produce      radicals and 

reaction of UV, ozone and water molecules together forms hydrogen peroxide. Following are the 

chemical reactions [68]. 

O3+hυ (                      

                                   O + H2O               

                                   O3+ hυ + H2O       H2O2 
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  Also, if the temperature of the system is too high, the ozone molecules are basically decomposed 

therefore, electrical discharge method has been found as a very helpful method for successful ozone 

generation, decomposition of ozone and fusion of ozone with other reactive species [69].  

1.4.5 Hydrogen peroxide 

  The generation of electrical discharge in water cause the generation of hydrogen peroxide due to the 

combination of hydroxyl radicals with possible chemical reactions is [70]: 

Dissociation: H2O + e- * →OH + H + e- * 

 

Ionization: H2O + e- * →H O+ + 2e-  

 

Dissociation: H2O + H2O→ H3O +    , 

  The hydrogen peroxide can be measured by various mechanisms in which the most dominant is 

calorimetric method and using absorption spectroscopy.  

1.4.6 UV radiations 

  The occurrence of discharge in water causes generation of high intensive UV radiations. The intensity 

of UV radiations can be measured by photodiodes, actinometrical methods and UV detectors [71-72].  

The disinfection rate in water by UV radiations depends upon the intensity of radiations and the dose 

injected to the water. Thus, emission intensity of the UV radiations can be directly related to the 

discharge pulse power [73]. The water molecules dissociate into reactive species under influence UV 

radiations by following reactions: 

H2O2 + hν → 2    , 

  The bactericidal disinfection by UV radiation, UV light (190–280 nm) of the corona discharge and 

(200–300 nm) with doses of several (0.1–10) mWcm
−2

 was reported effective to cells [74]. 

1.4.7 Shock waves  

  The generation of shock waves due to plasma discharge in water was reported by many researchers 

[75]. Due to high intensity of these shock waves these are capable of destroying the DNA structure of 

dangerous bacteria like E.coli, Salmonella etc. [76]. The shock waves can be measured by 
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hydrophones or high resolution and high speed cameras [77]. The expansion of shock waves and their 

intensity cause disinfection of bacteria in drinking water. These waves do not influence the taste and 

nutrition of water and only sterilize it [78]. This mechanism is free from chemicals and proved very 

effective for water sterilization.                 

1.5 Applications of underwater plasmas                                                 

  Generation of underwater plasmas has been an interesting subject due to some rare and important 

applications [79]. Underwater plasma discharges have wide range of applications in environmental 

[80], biological [81], industrial [82] and semi-conductor industry [83]. The basic understanding of the 

physical and chemical characteristics of these underwater discharges is of extensive importance for 

their future applications and research. Fig. 1.14 shows schematic of underwater plasma discharge 

applications.  

 

Fig. 1.14 Applications of underwater plasma discharge. 
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2. Diagnostic Techniques of Underwater Plasma Discharge 

 

  The physical and chemical processes occurring in underwater plasma discharge comprised of 

complicated and many simultaneous procedures, therefore many aspects are still largely unknown [84]. 

The major problem is the dielectric strength of water that is higher than gas, which requires high 

electrical power consumption for initiation of discharge and to sustain it [85]. The investigation of 

physical and chemical characteristics is therefore very important to solve such problem. Moreover, 

underwater plasma discharge could be generated many chemical oxidant reactive species that are very 

important for various applications, therefore the qualitative and quantitative investigation of such 

species is too necessary. Various diagnostics schemes are available for investigating discharge in water 

[86]. Depending upon the source of underwater plasma discharge and field of applications, different 

diagnostic methods were adopted in this research and presented in coming sections of this chapter.  

2.1 Electrical diagnostics 

  The volt-ampere characteristics curves indicate the required breakdown voltage, discharge current, 

frequency of plasma discharge, pulse width, power consumption and nature of discharge (stable or 

pulsating). The high voltage and current probes are required for the measurement of electrical 

characteristics. Digital oscilloscopes connected with these probes and having data storage facility is 

convenient for taking large data values quickly. A Tektronix digital oscilloscope (DPO-2024) was used 

in this research for the measurement of electrical characteristics of underwater plasma discharge. The 

obtained data was evaluated by Matlab codes and various and various basic electrical engineering 

formulas. The discharge either occurs in pure water medium or bubbles containing water medium, 

therefore depending upon the nature of medium the electrical characteristics of discharge can be 

obtained.  
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(a) Volt-Ampere Characteristics curves 

  The Volt-ampere (IV) characteristic curve shape depends upon the nature of medium and input power 

source (A.C, D.C or RF). A typical volt-ampere characteristic curve of plasma discharge generated by 

DC power source is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), while a typical high frequency power source IV curve is 

shown in Fig. 2.1 (b).  

 

Fig. 2.1 (a) Typical IV curves of pulsating underwater discharge with DC power source. 

  The existence of bubbles and gas channels, occurrence of discharge within these gas channels and 

bubbles results in pulsating nature of discharge normally, which depends upon the characteristics of 

input power source, its frequency, rate of ionization and excitation in water and gaseous medium. In 

case of negative DC power source the shape of discharge pulses is of complex, sharpe and rapid pulsed 

wave form. As shown in Fig. 2(a), point ‗a‘ is the applied voltage representation across two electrodes 

inserted in underwater discharge chamber, when discharge current starts increasing the voltage start 

decreasing as indicated by point ‗b‘ at maximum required voltage also known as breakdown voltage 

the discharge occurs the discharge current is at the peak position and voltage is at lowest value as 

discharge current is at highest point as indicated by point ‗c‘, again for next phase  

voltage began to increase and current reduces as indicated by point ‗d‘. Point ‗e‘ represents the 

maximum value of discharge current, where complete discharge occurs.  
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Fig. 2.1 (b) Typical IV curves underwater discharge with high frequency power source. 

The discharge occurs at the intervals of micro and Nano seconds. The existence of gas channels and 

gas bubbles between two electrodes is a statistical process; moreover the discharge simultaneously 

occurs in liquid as well as gas phase therefore the waveforms are of pulsating nature. 

  The power of discharge pulses is an important parameter regarding to the physical characteristics of 

underwater plasma discharge. In case of DC source the power can be evaluated by simple relation P= 

VI, whereas for complex waves obtained it can be evaluated by equation P=         . As the 

reciprocal of time period is frequency i. e f = 
 

 
, therefore the time scale can provide the frequency of 

discharge pulses [87]. The time difference between occurrences of two consecutive discharge pulses 

can provide gap between the occurrences of discharge pulses.  
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(b) Matlab codes 

  The electrical data comprised of large data points that can easily evaluated by Matlab codes. 

Following are some codes for DC and A.C input power sources to evaluate breakdown voltage, 

discharge current, frequency and power.  

(i) DC power source 

*************************************************************************

************************************************************************* 

%% 

clear;clc 

[file folder]=uigetfile('*.csv','Click on the data file'); 

[n,t,r]=xlsread([folder file],'A17:E125016'); 

%% 

Time=n(:,1); 

Voltage=n(:,3); 

Current=n(:,5); 

Fig.('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]) 

[hAx,hLine1,hLine2] =plotyy(Time,Voltage,Time,Current); 

set(gca,'linewidth',2) 

set(hAx(1),'fontsize',20) 

set(hAx(2),'fontsize',20) 

set(hAx(1),'Xgrid','on') 

set(hAx(1),'Ygrid','on') 

set(hAx(2),'Xgrid','on') 

set(hAx(2),'Ygrid','on') 

xlabel('Time (seconds)') 

ylabel(hAx(1),'Voltage (Volts)') % left y-axis 

ylabel(hAx(2),'Current (Amps)') 

xlim([min(Time) max(Time)]) 

grid on 

*************************************************************************

************************************************************************* 
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(ii) AC power source 

*************************************************************************

*********************************************************************** 

%% data reading 

clear;clc 

[file folder]=uigetfile('*.txt','Click on the data file') 

[data] = textread([folder file],'','delimiter',','); 

%% plotting code 

Fig.('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]) 

[hAx,hLine1,hLine2] =plotyy(data(:,1),data(:,2),data(:,1),data(:,3)); 

set(gca,'linewidth',2) 

set(hAx(1),'fontsize',20) 

set(hAx(2),'fontsize',20) 

xlabel('Time (seconds)') 

ylabel(hAx(1),'Voltage (Volts)') % left y-axis 

ylabel(hAx(2),'Current (mAmps)') 

%% to be put in paper 

V=data(:,2)*1000; % voltage (converted from kVolts to Volts) 

I=data(:,3)/1000; % current (converted from milliAmps to Amps) 

Vrms=sqrt(mean(V.^2)); % rms voltage 

Irms=sqrt(mean(I.^2)); % rms current 

Prms=Vrms*Irms % rms power 

Pinst=V.*I; 

Prms1=sqrt(mean(Pinst.^2)) % rms power (calculated from instantaneous 

power) 

 

*******************************************************************************

*************************************************************************** 
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2.2 Spectral diagnostics 

   An atom or ion immersed in plasma will emit radiations between various energy states that occur in 

optical range of plasma. Several energy states are produced after discharge occurrence, more 

effectively these energy states are produced by recombination of charge particles as well. The atoms 

and molecules depending upon applied energy excite to these energy states and on de-excitation emit 

radiations of several intensities and characteristics. The emitted radiations are allowed to pass through 

optical assembly and the spectrum with several intensities can be obtained. A typical plasma spectrum 

is composed of several atomic emission and absorption lines, corresponding to transitions of neutral 

atoms or ions of those atomic species contribute to the plasma. The obtained spectrum is the processed 

by several mechanisms and optical data can be evaluated that reveals several physical and chemical 

processes [88]. Fig. 2.2 indicates the scheme of spectrum evaluation. 

  Since underwater plasma discharge comprised of complex phenomena and many generated oxidant 

species are short lived like     Radicals, therefore its analysis is perfect by spectroscopy. Two types 

of spectrums exist mainly for underwater plasma discharge characterization, explained below.  

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Processing scheme of spectral diagnostics 

(a)  Emission spectroscopy  

  After discharge occurrence the atoms excite from lower to several higher energy levels in optical 

range, on de-excitation these atoms emit radiations known as electromagnetic radiations that can be 
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studied by emission spectrum. Emitted radiations can be analyzed by spectrometers with respect to 

their frequency and wavelength [89].  

  The emission intensity of spectrum is represented by arbitrary units (a. u) while wavelength that is the 

distance between two adjacent peaks can be measured in nanometers (nm) or centimeters (cm
-1

). 

Range of spectrum can be adjusted by spectrometer [90].  

  Fig. 2.3 represents a typical emission spectrum obtained after discharge occurrence in water.  

Emission spectrum is widely used for the characterization of underwater plasma discharge specially 

for determining oxidant species. 

The determination of some physical characteristics like electron temperature (Te), electron number 

density (Ne) and plasma composition can be simply estimated by intensity and width of emission 

spectrum [91, 92].  

 

Fig. 2.3 Typical emission spectrum of underwater plasma discharge. 
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(b) Absorption spectroscopy 

  The quantitative analysis of reactive species existing in plasma can be made by absorption spectrum. 

The absorption of various wavelengths by visible lights in plasma can give absorption spectrum [93]. 

A simple assembly of absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.4.  

 

  

 

Fig. 2.4 Schematic of plasma absorption spectroscopy. 

This method is used for the determination of reactive species concentration generated in plasma. 

2.3 Imaging diagnostics 

  The discharge structure, propagation criterion and the expansion in water and bubble medium can be 

visually studied by imaging diagnostic methods. Such diagnostics provides the physical dimension and 

thermal effects in different regions of plasma at various distances from the main electrode [94]. In this 

research two imaging diagnostic techniques were adopted and presented.  

(a) High speed camera photography 

  A high speed camera can give the structure of discharge variation with respect to time evolution in 

very short intervals of time. Fig. 2.5 (a, b) represents typical images taken by high speed camera 

(500fps) for bubbles propagation and discharge propagation.  
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Fig. 2.5(a, b) Images of bubbles and discharge taken by fast speed camera. 

The propagation of bubbles and discharge streamers propagation within these bubbles, as well as 

discharge expansion in the surroundings of electrodes and water can be identified conveniently by fast 

speed camera.   

(b) Thermal camera photography 

The occurrence of discharge cause high temperature in plasma zone, that varies with respect to the 

distance variation from center of discharge. Thermal imaging diagnostics represents the temperature 

variation along with discharge expansion [95]. Fig. 2.6 represents typical image of underwater 

capillary discharge expansion. A thermal camera TV-BM002 was used for thermal imaging of 

capillary discharge. The strength of discharge also depends upon the temperature of liquid that causes 

the generation of micro bubbles in the liquid which in turn causes the breakdown in liquid and within 

the bubbles. Therefore thermal diagnostics provide useful information concerning to the discharge 

strength at various points that effects yield rate of chemical reactive species.  
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Fig. 2.6 Typical discharge image taken by thermal camera. 

2.4 Statistical diagnostics 

The application of various mathematical and numerical formulas on experimentally obtained results 

could give reasonable estimated results, where experimental or simulation approach is complicated [96]. 

In this research quantitative analysis of experimental data was performed to determine various physical 

and chemical quantities, as explained below: 

(a) Gaussian distribution functions 

Generally area under the curve can provide concentration of concerning quantity. Since OH radicals 

are highly oxidant reactive species among other chemical reactive species, therefore the quantitative 

determination of such radical‘s is of highly interest under different experimental conditions. Using 

Gaussian distribution function and full width at half of maximum on     radical‘s peal (309nm) the 

quantitative determination of OH radical‘s is possible [97]. The results used relation of this method has 

been explained in coming chapters of thesis.  

(b) Stark broadening 

  The emission spectrum of Ballmer hydrogen lines (Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ and above) have probability of 

broadening due to various factors. The most dominant effects are local broadening mechanisms that 
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include mainly natural broadening, Doppler broadening, Stark /pressure/collisional broadening, 

instrumental broadening and Vander-wales broadening [98].  

The emission spectrum line can be broadened by different broadening mechanisms. These mechanisms 

can cause shift in the energy levels of emitter atoms and the participation of each broadening 

mechanism depends upon the experimental conditions. At high electron densities Stark broadening is 

so dominant that Doppler and Van der Waal broadening with half width of about 0.3 and 0.03 A
0 

respectively is negligible. An instrumental broadening (≤ 0.3 A
0
) is also negligible. The other factors 

like self-absorption and boundary layer effects depend upon experimental conditions [99]. The profiles 

coming from these mechanisms are either Gaussians or Lorentzian profiles. The mechanisms like 

Doppler broadening provide Gaussian profiles, while Van der Waals broadening, natural broadening 

and Stark broadening provides Lorentzian profiles. The total FWHM of Gaussian profiles can be 

calculated as ∆λ
2

Gauss = ∆λ
2

1
  + 

∆λ
2

2 , while FWHM of Lorentzian profile can be found by relation  

∆λLorentz = ∆λ1
  + 

∆λ2  and the convolution of these two phenomena gives Voigt profile, while de-

convolution of Lorentzian from Voigt can provide Stark full width at half of maximum (FWHM), 

using the values of Lorentzian FWHM electron number density can be calculated [100].  

(c) Intensity ratio method  

Comparing intensities of emission peaks, the electron temperature can be determined. The emission 

lines intensity provides physical characteristics of plasma. If the condition of LTE for population 

densities of upper energy levels of two lines is fulfilled then intensity ratio method is straight forward 

for the determination of Te [101]. In this research hydrogen emission lines were taken to determine 

electron temperature, for two transition states and the parameter values were determined from NIST 

database [102, 103]. The detail and results by this method are explained in coming sections of thesis. 
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2.5 Diagnostics of oxidant species 

   Various chemical, physical, optical and electrical methods are available for determination of oxidant 

species generated by underwater plasma discharge [104]. The adopted methods in this research are given 

below: 

(a) OH radicals 

Since the life time of 
•
OH radicals is very short ~ 10

-8
 sec, therefore convenient method for its 

detection is emission spectroscopy [105]. The intensity and width of emission spectrum indicates the 

concentration of OH radicals that is represented by area under the curve using mathematical approach 

as Gaussian distribution function used in this research.  

(b) Hydrogen Peroxide 

The most dominant method for hydrogen peroxide determination is colorimetric method proposed by 

Eisenberg [106]. In this research same photometric analysis for the determination of H2O2 generated in 

water was adopted after occurrence of plasma discharge.  In this method sample of plasma treated 

water was mixed with equal amount of titanium sulfate regent. The chemical reaction occurs and a 

yellow color solution can be obtained. The absorption spectrum of this yellow color complex solution 

was measured at 407 nm. The absorbance at this wave length corresponds to the concentration of H2O2 

generated in water as result of plasma discharge [107]. The detail of process applied in this research is 

given in coming chapters of thesis. 

(c) Ozone 

A common method presented by Hoigne [108] called indigo method was used in this research for 

ozone measurement. In this process aqueous ozone concentration can be determined by allowing its 

chemical reaction with a color dye, under presence of various other chemicals like sulphuric acid 

(H3PO4 ), and sodium di-hydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4). The comparison of absorption spectrums of 

blank and ozone mixed water samples provided ozone concentration in water phase. The complete 
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detail is given in coming section of thesis where it is applied on ozone determination in capillary 

discharge. 

(d) Reactive hydrogen and oxygen 

  Using emission spectrum the concentration of reactive hydrogen (Hβ=484nm, Hα=656nm) and 

reactive oxygen (777nm, 844nm) can be determined conveniently [109].   

2.6 Diagnostics of bacterial ineffectiveness 

  To test the efficacy of the plasma treatment against efficient colony forming E. coli bacteria, we have 

organized the following strategies as [110]:- 

(a) Heterotrophic plate counting (HPC) method 

(b) Optical density measurement (OD) method  

(a) Heterotrophic plate counting (HPC) method 

  A common method of finding heterotrophic bacteria in drinking water and counts of colony 

formation on culture media is called Heterotrophic plate count (HPC) [111]. Generally, it can be used 

to investigate the microbiological quality of drinking water. The HPC method does not indicate the 

bacteria sources but it indicates the presence of culture-able organisms, with a precision of as low as 

1% of the total bacteria present in the water. Moreover, the important parameters that affect this 

mechanism or type of medium used to grow the bacteria, temperature used for incubation, incubation 

duration, chemistry of water samples and concentration of bacteria existing in the water. This method 

indicates the number of colonies existing in water, which in turn represents the standard of water. 

Depending upon the type of bacteria and media, it is being used for preparing plates the number of 

colonies and their concentration can be changed due to dilution factor. Fig. 2.7 represents a typical 

Luria Broth (LB) agar plate having E. coli bacteria on the surface that can be calculated by the 

following formulae [112]:- 

CFU= 
                                         

  
………………………. (1) 
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Fig. 2.7 A typical Agar plate for bacteria count also known as HPC method. 

(b) Optical density measurement (OD) method 

  Basically the wavelength of measurement (WM) of OD depends on growth of the bacterial culture. 

The rapidly growth by bacteria strain which is "huge" growth then it form a linear part of relation 

between cell number and OD.  On the other hand,   optical density (OD) measurement is based on the 

process of light scattering by water having bacterial culture rather than amount of light absorbed. The 

basic phenomenon behind the optical density of bacterial culture depends on the number of growing 

E.coli in the bacterial culture; it is actually turbidity which is given term absorbance, because only few 

strong cells such as phototrophic bacteria can absorb significant light along with scattering. When 

scattered and less intense light (after absorption) falls on photometer OD measuring device then 

following considerations for OD measurement: 

a. Since light scattering and OD of culture depends upon wavelengths, therefore shortwave 

lengths scattering is more than long wavelengths, therefore choosing any wavelength will give 

OD of that culture particularly at that wavelength, as in this research for E. coli it was 595nm. 
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b. Since OD measurement depends upon geometry of light therefore device dedication for single 

experiment is necessary. 

c. In order to measure the absorption of light caused by cells, the obtained absorption must be 

subtracted from blank spectrum. For all different values calculation keep the blank spectrum 

constant on one value. 

d. For small OD values ≤ 0.4, the values are acceptable as cell density, but above these or higher 

values are not considered to be true results. 

% of Survival E. coli = 
                            

                         
 X 100…………………………… (2) 

All above explanation was summarized from [113]. Fig. 2.8 represents the scheme of optical density 

measurement. 

 

Fig. 2.8 Schematic presentation of optical density (OD) measurement method.  
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3. Investigation of DC Underwater Capillary Discharge 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

  Negative DC discharges are of large interest at laboratory scale underwater plasma discharge 

experiments, although it has very limited but rare advantages [114]. A high flux of electrons can be 

obtained from a negative DC electrical discharge in gas or liquids [115]. The negative DC performance 

further depends upon the electrodes assembly and discharge creating reactor types [116]. Lot of work 

has been done on creating negative DC discharge for various industrial and environmental research 

application purposes [117]. For example in an early submerged capillary point-shaped electrode 

discharge reactor the discharge with gas injection through the capillary, causes enhancement of the 

interfacial area for mass transfer [118]. The emission spectra results suggested that the major radical 

species produced from such system were hydroxyl radicals, ozone and atomic hydrogen [119]. 

However, in some applications like phenol degradation, modeling results showed that only aqueous 

electrons and hydroxyl radicals are dominantly responsible for organic removal in pulseless discharge 

[120].  

  Capillary discharge has advantage of the possibility of using many capillaries in parallel combination 

[120].  Some researchers described a wire-plate type reactor over the treated water displaying superior 

treatment performance by negative DC discharge. When applying a high negative DC voltage onto the 

wire cathode, energetic electrons drifting along the electric field can induce dissociation and ionization 

of oxygen with O-based active species (O3, OH radical and O etc.) generation. These species initiate 

reactive OH radical production when reaching the interfacial water and dissolving into it. With such 

electrode configuration a large volume of water or polluted gas can be exposed to electrical discharges 

[121]. So this reactor configuration along with negative DC, it can be an efficient assembly for 

continuous treatment of wastewater.  
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3.2 Experimental set-up 

  This setup presents an effective method of generating an underwater capillary discharge at low power 

through gas injection (O2, air) and generating OH radicals. A flowing water (0.1 L/min) discharge was 

created in a quartz capillary tube (Φ= 4 mm outer; Φ= 2 mm inner; thickness = 2 mm) by applying a 

continuous negative DC voltage (0 − 4 kV) across tungsten electrodes (Φ = 0.5 mm) separated by a 

variable distance (1 − 2 mm) in the pin-pin electrode configuration. The air- and oxygen-injected 

capillary discharges at a constant water flow rate, similar gas injection variation rates, and two 

different inter electrode gaps were compared. Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic of the experiment set-up that 

was used for this experiment. A visual view of the discharge is shown in Fig. 3.2 The inter electrode 

gap where the plasma was generated was varied from 1 − 2 mm, and the inlet contained water. A 

liquid flow meter and controller (Dwyer-RM Series) was used to control the flow rate of water at 0.1 

L/min through plasma generating quartz capillary tube. An air compressor (CROX-RX47L) was used 

to provide an air stream controlled by an air regulator, and the flow rate of air was measured with an 

air flow meter (KOFLOC-1600) for different adjusted flow values (100 − 800 sccm). A mass flow 

controller (LINE TECH M3030V), along with a mass flow control and display unit (FM-30VP), was 

used to control and provide the oxygen flow rate for different adjusted values (100 − 800 sccm). An 

Avantes Avaspec-NIR256 miniature fiber-optic spectrometer was used to record the emission 

spectrum of the OH radicals and other reactive oxidants under different experimental conditions. A 

high-speed camera, (PHOTRON, FASTCAM-SA4), with a 500-fps efficiency was used to take the 

images of the discharge structure under different gas injection rates and gap distances. 

3.3 Methodology 

  Two tungsten electrodes were inserted in the quartz tube, and one electrode was connected to the 

negative DC power supply source while the other was connected to the same source‘s ground terminal. 

An injection syringe was used to inject air and oxygen, respectively. A powerful compressor was used 
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to provide the air stream filtered by a ceramic fiber filter, and the air stream was allowed to pass 

through an air regulator that provided the desirable flow of air into the air flow meter. The oxygen was 

provided by using mass flow controllers (MFCs), and the status of the flow rate at any instant could be 

observed through the display unit of the MFC. The water in a small tank with a one liter water 

reservoir was allowed to enter the quartz capillary tube through the liquid flow meter that measured the 

flow rate of liquid. When the gas and the liquid simultaneously entered the quartz tube, in the liquid, 

the gas generated bubbles, and these bubbles participated mainly in breaking down the liquid. The air 

and oxygen stream was injected in the range of 100 − 800 sccm, in 100 sccm intervals. The electrical 

data were recorded using a digital oscilloscope with high- voltage and large-current probes, and with a 

data storage device facility. The breakdown voltage and the discharge current for the 1 and the 2 mm 

inter electrode gaps for both air and oxygen addition was recorded. The images of the discharge 

structure were taken with a high-speed camera with a 500-fps rate to study the illumination intensity 

and the expansion of discharge structure. The emission spectrum of the OH radicals was recorded with 

a spectrometer after the discharge had occurred. Under all the presented experimental conditions, the 

electrical, spectral, and imaging data were taken simultaneously to study, compare, and present the 

results.  

  The Gaussian de-convolution method was applied to the spectral lines to determine, compare, and 

present the increase in the concentration of the OH radicals for oxygen and air injection, separately. 
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Fig. 3.1. (Color online) Schematic view of the experiment set-up. 

 

Fig. 3.2 (Color online) Visual view of capillary discharge. 
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3.4 Results and discussion 

  The results were analyzed using electrical, spectroscopic, and imaging diagnostic techniques. A 

reduction in the breakdown voltage with increasing gas injection rate was shown. Compared to air, 

oxygen was proven to be more effective for generating an underwater discharge of a pulsating nature 

with the characteristics of high energy per pulse, higher power per pulse, short pulse width, and short 

pulse repetition rate. The emission spectrum of the oxygen-injected discharge showed a higher 

concentration of OH radicals than that of the air-injected discharge. The imaging diagnostic results 

showed that the discharge was brighter and more expanded when oxygen was added than it was when 

air was added. 

3.4.1 Electrical diagnostics  

  The electrical results for the flowing water capillary discharge at two different inter electrode gaps 

and various gas injection rates were observed and compared. The Tektronix P6015A) (high voltage 

probe) and Tektronix P6021 (large-current probe) designed via inductive coupling and Hall-effect 

coupling, respectively, were used to measure the breakdown voltages and the discharge currents for 

two different inter electrode gaps and various gas injection rates. 

I. Volt-Ampere characteristic curves 

  Fig. 3.3 (a, b) shows some typical voltage and current waveforms for an air-injected discharge, and 

Fig. 3.4(a, b), shows for an oxygen-injected discharge. 

  A water plasma discharge follows a mechanism of bubble and gas channel formation inside the gas-

injected liquid and the occurrence of plasma inside these bubbles and gas channels, whose implosion 

participates in liquid plasma generation. Two types of bubbles are formed in the water-carrying 

current: micro bubbles, which are generated as a result of the joule heating effect (due to the applied 

electrical energy) and whose density is higher around the electrode tips (because the energy is  
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Fig. 3.3 (Color online) IV characteristics of air-injected discharges with (a) 1-mm and (b) 2-mm gap 

distances. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 (Color online) IV characteristics of oxygen-injected discharges with (a) 1-mm and (b) 2-mm 

gap distances. 
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sufficient to boil the water there), and large size bubbles, which are generated by the gas injection. The 

injection of gas also generates gas channels, with various shapes and sizes inside the liquid. Inside the 

gas channels and gas bubbles exist conduction electrons, and the gas is ionized and a plasma discharge 

occurs. The population of charged particles and the rate of ionization inside the bubbles and the gas 

channels depend on the sizes of the bubbles and gas channels. The larger the gas channels and bubbles 

are, the higher the density of the charge carriers and the ionization rate inside them. The bubbles move 

randomly inside the quartz tube and change their positions randomly and quickly. When a bubble 

comes to the inter electrode gap, a discharge occurs through the bubble because the dielectric strength 

of the gas bubble is less than that of water. However other bubbles pass the electrodes, so the 

encounter between bubble and the electrode is a statistical one. In each gas channel and bubble where 

the gas breakdown mechanism occurs, at the time of breakdown, the discharge current raises and the 

voltage drops. The implosion of bubbles and gas channels contributes to the plasma formation inside 

the liquid.  

The generation of both bubbles and gas channels, the occurrence of plasma inside these bubbles and 

gas channels, and their implosion is a repeated periodic process; therefore, the discharge is pulsating. 

Although a negative DC is applied, the discharge is pulsating, with a microsecond time difference 

between discharge occurrences and microsecond pulse discharge duration. 

II. Time between occurrence of discharge pulses 

  Fig. 3.5 (a, b) show the average time difference between the occurrences of discharge pulses at 

various gas injection rates and inter electrode gaps. At higher gas injection rates, the sizes of the 

bubbles and the gas channels increase; therefore, the volume of ionized gas inside these bubbles and 

gas channels becomes larger. This increases the number of water breakdown inside the gas channels 
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and gas bubbles; therefore, the time between the discharge pulses becomes short, and a high-frequency 

discharge is obtained.  

III.  Breakdown voltage  

  As the electron impact collision also causes ionization, the higher electron density inside the liquid or 

gas drastically enhances the ionization. The oxygen-injected discharge carries more conduction 

electrons inside the gas channels and gas bubbles; therefore, compared to air, a slightly higher-

frequency discharge is obtained, which is more effective for water sterilization. The breakdown 

voltage as a function of the gap distance and gas injection rates is presented in Figs. 3.6 (a, b). An 

increase in the gas injection rate causes reduction in the breakdown voltage for both oxygen and air 

because of the increase in the density of water bubbles, which plays a vital role in causing water 

breakdown.  

 

Fig. 3.5 (Color online) Average time interval as a function of the gas flow rate for two different gap 

distances: (a) air and (b) oxygen. 

  The breakdown voltages for oxygen and air were compared, and in the case of oxygen injection, a 

lower breakdown voltage is observed to be needed compared to nitrogen-containing air. The reason for 

this is that for plasma generation, ionization is important in a gas plasma, liquid plasma, and liquid-gas 

plasma. Thus, due to the low ionization energy for oxygen (13.61 eV), a lower ionization potential 
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(provided by electrical energy) is required compared to air. Air consists of nitrogen as a major element, 

and the electronic configuration of nitrogen is (1s
2
2s

2
3p

3
) while that of oxygen is (1s

2
2s

2
2p

4
); 

therefore, the fourth electron in the oxygen atom‘s outer level has to pair up with one of the others, and 

this introduces repulsion, which makes it easier to remove it at a lower ionization potential provided by 

the electrical energy. While in the case of nitrogen, which is a major element of the air used in this 

work, a higher ionization potential (14.53 eV) is needed because the p-orbital is more stable than it is 

in oxygen, as in oxygen, it is half-filled; therefore, the ionization energy becomes less in oxygen than 

in air. Also, the dielectric strength, (breakdown voltage) of air (0.97) and nitrogen (1.00) are more than 

that of oxygen (0.92), so air-containing bubbles require more voltage for creating a breakdown 

compared to oxygen-containing bubbles [122]. 

 

 

Fig.  3.6 (Color online) Breakdown voltage as a function of the gas flow rate at two different gap 

distances: (a) air and (b) oxygen. 

IV. Energy of discharge pulses 

  Fig. 3.7 (a, b) show the average energy per pulse for various gas injection rates and two different gap 

distances. 
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  Due to the elongation of the gas channels and the increase in the number density of bubbles, the 

discharge current inside these bubbles and gas channels becomes higher. An oxygen-injected discharge 

has more energy per pulse than an air-injected discharge because of the large number of conduction 

electrons and large discharge current inside the gas channels and bubbles and because of the liquid 

medium in the gap between the two electrodes. 

 

Fig. 3.7 (Color online) The average energy per pulse at different gas flow rates for 1-mm and 2-mm 

gap distances (a) air injected and (b) oxygen injected. 

V. Discharge pulse duration 

  Fig. 3.8 (a, b) show the variation of the discharge pulse duration calculated based on the calculations 

of full width at half maximum (FWHM) for the IV curves of electrical outcomes. 

  At higher gas injection rates, the discharge current increases, and some part of voltage drops rapidly; 

thus the discharge is no longer continuous and so the pulse width decreases. In an oxygen-injected 

discharge, the conductivity is higher than it is in an air-injected discharge; therefore the pulse width in 

an oxygen-injected discharge is shorter than that in an air-injected discharge. 

IV. Power of discharge pulses 

  Fig. 3.9 (a, b) show the variation of the average power of the pulses with gas and gap distance 

variations. 
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  In a unit time at high gas injection rates, the occurrence of discharge pulses and the energy per pulse 

increase; therefore, the average power of the pulses rises. Because the frequency of discharge pulses 

increases at 2 mm inter electrode gap, the average power of the discharge pulses is more than it is for a 

1 mm gap distance. 

 

Fig. 3.8 (Color online) Average pulse duration as a function of the gas flow rate for 1-m and 2-mm gap 

distances: (a) air and (b) oxygen. 

 

Fig. 3.9 (Color online) Average power of the pulses occurring per second as a function of the gas flow 

rate for 1-mm and 2-mm gap distances: (a) air and (b) oxygen. 
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   The electrical results prove that with the increasing gas injection rate, the breakdown voltage, the 

time interval between pulse occurrences, and the discharge pulse width decreases, but the average 

power of the pulses increases; the frequency of the discharge pulses increases as well, giving rise to a 

stronger discharge. 

3.4.2. Spectral diagnostics 

a). Emission Spectroscopy 

  When plasma was generated between the two electrodes inside the quartz tube, the emission spectrum 

of     radicals and other reactive oxidant species was obtained. This spectrum consisted of a 

wavelength range greater than 250 nm and less than 900 nm, with      radical peak at 309 nm, a 

Balmer α-peak at 656 nm, and a Balmer β-peak at 486 nm of hydrogen and highly reactive oxygen 

peal at 777 and 844 nm [123]. Along with this, some other peaks were observed, which were produced 

in large quantities as a result of the discharge produced inside the capillary tube. Fig. 3.10 (a, b) show 

the spectral results obtained from air-injected plasma. 

  The spectral results also show that an increase in the gas injection rate causes an increase in the 

reactive oxygen and hydrogen species, which react with the water molecules and sterilize water. The 

comparison of the air and the oxygen spectra proved that     radicals had a high concentration in the 

case of oxygen injection because more ionization took place in the case of oxygen atoms compared to 

nitrogen containing air, which were due to the oxygen injected discharge having more energy per pulse 

and a higher frequency. Fig. 3.11 (a, b) shows the spectral peaks of the oxygen-injected plasma. The 

concentration of     radicals was higher at higher gas injection rates and long gaps because the bubble 

density and the length of the gas channel increased with increasing gas injection rates.  
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Fig. 3.10 (Color online) Emission spectrum of OH radicals for (a)1-mm and (b) 2-mm inter electrode 

gaps and various air injection rates. 

 

Fig. 3.11 (Color online) Emission spectrum of the OH radicals for (a) 1-mm and (b) 2-mm inter 

electrode gaps and various oxygen injection rates. 

  Also at a low voltage and less power consumption, more OH radicals were obtained while at a long 

gap distance, as the discharge zone increased, a higher dissociation of water molecules into OH 

radicals and other reactive species occurred. 
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b). Gaussian Function and     Radicals 

  The concentration of     radicals was calculated via a Gaussian de-convolution by using the 

following equation [124]: 

 

The calculations are the concentration of the     radicals for the 1 and the 2 mm inter electrode gaps 

at various air and oxygen injection rates. 

  Fig. 3.12 (a, b) shows the concentration of the     radicals for different air and oxygen injection rates 

for the 1 and the 2 mm gaps, respectively. The results prove that an increase in oxygen injection rate 

causes an increase in the yield of     radicals compared to air injection. 

 

Fig. 3.12 (Color online) Concentration of     radicals by using a Gaussian function for various  

              gas injection rates and two different inter electrode gap distances: (a) air injection and (b) 

oxygen injection. 
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3.4.3. Imaging diagnostics 

(a) High Speed camera Imaging  

 In an air injected discharge, the discharge current, frequency of discharge pulses, energy per pulse, 

and the average power of discharge pulses are less than they are for an oxygen-injected discharge. Also 

the illumination intensity of oxygen-injected discharge is higher compared to that of an air-injected 

discharge. 

  Fig.s 3.13 (a, b) and 3.14 (a, b) present typical images of the fully developed discharge structures at 

various oxygen and air-injected rates, respectively, at two different inter electrode gaps. 

   

 

Fig. 3.13 (Color online) Oxygen injected discharges. 
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Fig. 3.14 (Color online) Air injected discharges. 

   

In the oxygen-injected discharge the emission of radiations, ozone generation and the yield rate of 

oxidant species are more than they are in an air-injected discharge.  The highly luminous oxygen-

injected discharge is more useful for generating     radicals and water disinfection compared to air-

injected discharge.  

The discharge expands more with increasing gas injection rate in the case of oxygen-injected discharge 

than it does in an air-injected discharge. The high-intensity radiation emitted from the broader oxygen-

injected discharge can generate more     radicals, as discussed previously for better sterilization of 

water on the generation of oxidant species. This means that an oxygen-injected discharge is better for 

the sterilization of water. 

(b) Thermal camera Imaging  

  The images taken by thermal video system (TV-BM002) that indicates the shapes of varying 

discharge structure. Fig. 3.15 (a-f) and Fig 3.16 (a-f) shows the discharge structure obtained for at 

variable inter-electrode gap length. The discharge expands slowly in the surrounding regions and in the 
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direction of flow of water due to increase in water temperature and increase in number density of gas 

bubbles and gas channels within capillary at higher gas injection rates.  

  At 2mm gap distance and higher gas injection rates, since the elongation of gas channels and size of 

gas bubbles increased therefore expanded discharge was observed. Moreover at the center of discharge 

region (in front of electrodes) the temperature is high and while discharge expands then towards sides 

the temperature reduced. Brighter portion of discharge indicates more intense and high temperature 

discharge. The thermal imaging system represents the variation in temperature of plasma from central 

core to the edges.               

 
 

Fig 3.15 The discharge structure at 2mm Inter-electrode gap distance for various air injection rates. 
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Fig 3.16 The discharge structure at 2mm Inter-electrode gap distance for various oxygen injection 

rates. 

 

3.5. Conclusions 

   Long gap oxygen injected underwater capillary discharge is an effective method of generating high 

concentration of     radicals in flowing water capillary discharge. The issue of high power 

consumption could be resolved by injecting gas in water medium. Compared to air more highly 

powerful and energetic discharge pulses could b obtained after oxygen injection. 
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4. Appraisal of Plasma Electron Temperature and Number Density and Their Effect 

on Chemical Reactive Species in a Gas Injected Negative DC Underwater 

Capillary Discharge 

 

4.1 Introduction 

  Liquid plasma plays a vital role in a large type of industrial and environmental applications, including 

sterilization of drinking water to make it free from dangerous bacteria, to remove odor from drinking 

water, sea water blasting used in ships, for cooling water treatment to reduce calcium carbonate 

precipitation and hardness, chemical applications by generating direct discharge in liquid chemicals, 

biological applications, medical applications and also in polymer industry [125-128]. Therefore 

different kind of applications in underwater discharge relies on measurement of basic plasma 

parameters such as, Te, Ne and yield rate of highly reactive species [129]. Due to high dielectric 

constant of water electrical power consumption for generating plasma in water is most challenging 

issue and since last few decades many techniques including pulse-power technology, high frequency 

alternating current, and wave heating were adopted and tested to check required input power reduction 

[130-132]. For this reason rapid information concerning Te and Ne is often used as the first step in 

solving power consumption problem and suggesting an effective way of generating plasma in water. 

Some techniques like Thomson scattering and probe method used for finding Te and Ne, but have some 

disadvantages. Thomson scattering is an expensive way and having complicated experimental 

assembly, in spite of its accuracy, precision and spatial and temporal resolution [133]. In probe method 

like Langmuir probe the plasma stability altered by probe and also the results may not too accurate as 

the changing distance of probe tip from plasma region alters the calculated values [134], moreover 

sputtering from the probe tip due to high temperature takes place. Also due to small gap and short 

discharge period, the measurement of such plasma characteristics by probe method is extremely 
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difficult and inaccurate. Generally statistical techniques (Stark broadening, intensity ratio method) on 

hydrogen emission lines can be effective to determine physical characteristics of plasma conveniently.  

  Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is an effective technique for the determination of physical 

characteristics of plasma and correlating to the chemical reactive species yield rate in plasma. By 

comparing emission intensities of hydrogen Ballmer spectral lines (Hβ=486.127 nm and 

Hα=656.285nm) and considering plasma approximation in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) the 

electron temperature can be estimated [135]. Based on the relative intensities of emission lines, this 

spectroscopic technique can be used to measure Te in plasma [136]. The Stark broadening method can 

be applied to determine Ne using various relations available in literature [137]. A relation from Gig-

Card theory was applied on Hβ lines to determine Ne [138]. The method is technically relevant and 

would act as baseline data for relating the physical and chemical characteristics of underwater plasma 

discharge. 

The scope of this work was to determine and compare the effect of electron temperature (Te) and 

number density (Ne) on the yield rate and the concentration of chemical reactive species (
•
OH, H2O2 

and O3) in argon, air and oxygen injected negative dc (0-4kV) flowing water (0.1L/min) capillary 

discharge. The discharge was created in a quartz capillary tube (inner Φ=2mm, outer Φ=4mm, 

thickness=1mm), across tungsten electrodes (Φ=0.5mm) separated by a variable distance (1-2mm) in 

pin-pin electrode configuration, with various gas injection rates (100-800sccm). Optical emission 

spectroscopy (OES) of the hydrogen Ballmer emission lines were carried out to investigate their line 

shapes and intensities as functions of the discharge parameters such as type of gas, gas injection rates 

and two different inter electrode gaps. The intensity ratio method on hydrogen emission lines was used 

to calculate Te and relation from Gig-Card theory was applied on hydrogen Ballmer β lines for 

determining Ne. The effect of Te and Ne on chemical reactive species was evaluated and presented. The 

enhancement in yield rate of chemical reactive species with increase in electron temperature and at 
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higher gas injection rates, higher power of discharge pulses and larger inter-electrode gap was 

revealed. The oxygen injected discharge proved effective for high concentration of chemical reactive 

species. This method offers a convenient way of determining relation between the physical and 

chemical characteristics of flowing water gas injected negative dc capillary discharge.  

4.2 Materials and methods 

  Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic of the experiment set-up that was used for this experiment. A visual view 

of the discharge is shown in Fig. 4.2. The inter electrode gap where the plasma generated was varied 

from 1 −2 mm, and the inlet contained water. A liquid flow meter and controller (Dwyer-RM Series) 

was used to control the flow rate of water at 0.1 L/min through plasma generating quartz capillary 

tube. An air compressor (CROX-RX47L) was used to provide an air stream controlled by an air 

regulator, and the flow rate of air was measured with an air flow meter (KOFLOC-1600) for different 

adjusted flow values (100 − 800 sccm). A mass flow controller (LINE TECH M3030V), along with a 

mass flow control and display unit (FM-30VP), was used to control and provide the argon and oxygen 

flow rates for different adjusted values (100 − 800 sccm). An Avantes Avaspec-NIR256 miniature 

fiber-optic spectrometer (having specification of spectral resolution 0.04-20nm, slit size 500 μm 

having 1200 lines/mm) was used to record the emission spectrum of Hydrogen Ballmer lines under 

different experimental conditions.  

  Two tungsten electrodes were inserted in the quartz tube, and one electrode was connected to the 

negative DC power supply source while the other was connected to the same source‘s ground terminal. 

An injection syringe was used to inject argon, air and oxygen. The water from a small tank reservoir 

was allowed to enter the quartz capillary tube through the liquid flow meter that measured the flow 

rate of liquid.  
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Fig. 4.1 Experimental Setup for underwater capillary Discharge. 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 Visual view of the discharge 
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  When the gas and the liquid simultaneously entered the quartz tube, in the liquid, the gas generated 

bubbles, and these bubbles participated mainly in breaking down the liquid. The air, argon and oxygen 

stream were injected in the range of 100 − 800 sccm, in 100 sccm intervals. The electrical data was 

recorded using a digital oscilloscope with high- voltage and large-current probes, and with a data 

storage device facility. The emission spectrum of hydrogen Ballmer lines was recorded with a 

spectrometer when discharge occurred. Under all the presented experimental conditions, the electrical 

and spectral data were taken simultaneously to study, compare, and present the results. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Electrical Results 

  A digital oscilloscope Tektronix (DPO-2024) was used for observing Volt-Ampere characteristics.  A 

high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) and a large-current probe (Tektronix P6021) designed via 

inductive coupling and Hall-effect coupling, respectively, were used to measure the breakdown 

voltages and the discharge currents for two different inter electrode gaps and various gas injection 

rates. The underwater plasma discharge follows a mechanism of bubbles and gas channels formation 

inside the gas-injected water and the occurrence of plasma discharge inside these bubbles and gas 

channels, whose implosion participated in underwater discharge occurrence. The generation of both 

bubbles and gas channels, the occurrence of plasma inside these bubbles and gas channels, and their 

implosion was a repeated periodic process; therefore, the discharge was pulsating [139]. Fig. 4.3 

represents a typical Volt-Ampere characteristics curve.  The streamers propagation was a major 

phenomenon in plasma discharge occurrence. In case of water medium the streamers exhibit less 

branching and slow propagation compared to gas medium. In this experiment both water and gas 

bubbles exists, therefore under influence of applied electric field a quick breakdown and fast streamers 

propagation appears in gas medium compared to water medium where it was slow.  
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Fig. 4.3 (Color online) Typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of the gas injected discharge. 

 

At high gas injection rate the elongation of gas channels and increase in size of gas bubbles resulted to 

the high frequency discharge pulses. Moreover the breakdown voltage directly related to the dielectric 

strength of medium. Although water having high dielectric strength (65-70) kV/mm, but gas injection 

reduced the dielectric strength due to the existence of gas bubbles and gas channels due to gas 

injection. The dielectric strength of argon relative to nitrogen is (0.18) and for oxygen is 0.92kV/mm; 

while for air it is (0.97-1.4) kV/mm [140].  At higher gas injection rates the increased size of gas 

channels and bubbles reduced the dielectric strength of overall water medium, hence breakdown 

voltage lessened. Fig. 4.4 (a, b) represents the variation of breakdown voltages under different 

experimental conditions. Comparing the breakdown voltage of gas injected discharge, argon injected 

discharge presented lowest while air injected discharge resulted highest breakdown voltage but oxygen 

positioned at intermediate among these three gasses. It was observed that with increase in gas injection 

in water, the breakdown voltage reduced.  
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Fig. 4.4 (Color online) Break down voltage (a) 1-mm and (b) 2-mm gap distance. 

 

The higher gas injection rate increased the gaseous medium in water therefore frequency of discharge 

pulses raised, also the energy per pulse increased due to high gas injection rates, both factors resulted 

in an increase in power of discharge pulses. Fig. 4.5 represents the variation in power of discharge 

pulses under different experimental conditions. The power of oxygen injected discharge compared to 

argon and air was larger due to high energy and frequency of discharge pulses. At 2mm gap distance 

compared to 1mm gap distance the power was higher as more intense discharge was obtained.   

 

Fig. 4.5 (Color online) variation in power of discharge pulses under different gas injection rates (a)1-

mm and (b) 2mm gap distance. 
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4.3.2 Hydrogen emission profiles 

  The hydrogen emissions profiles were recorded as a function of gas injection rates and different inter 

electrode gaps. Fig. 4.6 (a, b) shows typical emission spectrum of argon injected discharge, while Fig. 

4.7 (a, b) shows typical emission spectrum of air injected and Fig. 4.8 (a, b) is for representing 

emission spectrum of oxygen injected discharge at 1mm and 2mm inter electrode gap distance 

respectively.  

 

Fig. 4.6 (Color online) Emission spectrum of hydrogen lines at various argon injection rates. (a) 1-mm 

and (b) 2-mm inter-electrode gaps. 

 

The results demonstrated that the intensity of oxidant species generated by the discharge significantly 

depend upon the type of gas, gas injection rates and inter electrode gap distances. With increase in gas 

injections rates and inter-electrode gap distances the strength of discharge and plasma generated 
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electric fields rises that enhances intensity of spectrum. The emission intensity of oxygen injected 

discharge proven to be higher compared to argon and air. The main factor that influenced the emission 

intensity was power of discharge pulses. As in Fig. 4.5(a, b) power of oxygen injected discharge pulses 

was observed higher compared to air and argon, this resulted in an increase in emission intensity of 

discharge. The ascent in intensity of emission spectrum with increase in gas injection rates and power 

of discharge pulses corresponded to an inflation in electron energy distribution function (EEDF), that 

was highest in oxygen injected discharge and lowest in argon injected discharge and air injected 

discharge had intermediate values in this experiment. The increase in emission intensity resulted in 

high electron temperature.  

 

Fig. 4.7(Color online) Emission spectrum of hydrogen lines at various air injection rates. (a) 1-mm and 

(b) 2-mm inter-electrode gaps . 
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Fig. 4.8 (Color online) Emission spectrum of hydrogen lines at various oxygen injection rates. (a) 1-

mm and (b) 2-mm inter-electrode gaps 
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4.3.3 Calculation of electron temperature (Te) 

  Since the free electrons are responsible for the excitation of atoms and molecules, therefore Te and 

Text are inter-related. The emission lines intensity provides physical characteristics of plasma. If the 

condition of LTE for population densities of upper energy levels of two lines is fulfilled then intensity 

ratio method is straight forward for the determination of Te [141]. Considering the intensity of each 

hydrogen emission spectral line (Ballmer region), the electron temperature was calculated by using 

relation [142]: 

  =   
  

  *
        
        

+ 
                         

  Where I, λ, g, K and A are intensity, wavelength, statistical weight, Boltzmann constant and transition 

probability respectively. The two hydrogen lines 2s-4p transitions for Ballmer-β and 2s-3p for 

Ballmer-α were used and the numerical values for above relation were taken from NIST database 

[143]. The intensity of these lines was obtained from the emission spectrum by considering the 

integration over hydrogen emission profiles and by normalizing instrumental sensitivity with same 

profiles spectral response.  

  The emission spectrum was taken after discharge occurrence under different experimental conditions. 

Depending upon the experimental conditions there was a variation in the intensity and broadness of 

spectral peaks. Fig. 4.9 represents the electron temperature, its variation under different gas injection 

rates at 1mm and 2mm inter electrode gaps. The results demonstrated that due to increase in gas 

injection rate (100-800 sccm), power of discharge pulses and emission intensity of spectrum the 

electron temperature rises.  

  In oxygen injected discharge, compared to air and argon, high electron temperature exists due to 

increase in power of discharge pulses, as discussed in Fig. 4.5. The presence of oxygen-related ions 

can effectively participate in increasing gas temperature. The expansion of discharge can reduce its 
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temperature, but the oxygen-related ions seems to be responsible for an overall increase in gas 

temperature, that prevents lowering electron temperature due to expansion [144].  

 

Fig. 4.9 (Color online) Electron Temperature for various gas injection rates and power of discharge 

pulses at  1-mm and 2-mm gap distances. 
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4.3.4 Calculation of Electron Number Density (Ne) 

  Spectra of the discharge have been used to estimate the average electron density from Stark 

broadening. The emission spectrum of Hβ that have probability of broadening due to various factors 

was used. The most dominant effects are local broadening mechanisms that include mainly Doppler 

broadening, Stark broadening, and Vander-wales broadening. The mechanisms like Doppler 

broadening provide Gaussian profiles, while Vander-wales broadening and Stark broadening provides 

Lorentzian profiles. The Doppler broadening was calculated by relation [145]: 

               √
  

 
                       

                    ,                                               

The Vander wall broadening was calculated by relation [146]: 

      AP   
                          (2) 

                            A=Vander wall coefficient having different values (N2/Air=3.6, Ar 

=5.24, O2=1.32); P=pressure measured in bar. 

  Since plasma is in water having density high and gas injection increase the strength of discharge that 

raises the chemical reactions both recombination and ionization therefore , therefore it is estimated that 

plasma temperature can be equal to gas temperature.  

  The stark broadening was calculated by FWHM of Ballmer β spectral lines. The Coulomb interaction 

among the light emitting atoms and some charged particles, like electrons, line broadening can occur 

due to the Stark effect. The mechanisms like Doppler broadening provided Gaussian profiles, while 

Vander walls broadening and Stark broadening provided Lorentzian profiles. The convolution of these 

two phenomena resulted in Voigt profile, that was calculated by following relation [147]: 
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  The de-convolution of Lorentzian from Voigt profile provided Stark FWHM. Since our plasma has 

environment of low temperature and high density, therefore other broadening mechanisms were minor 

and ignorable therefore only stark broadening was considered. The stark broadening (FWHM of Hβ) 

having Lorentzian profile was used in this research work for finding electron number density, and 

following relation was used for determining the electron density [148]: 

          [       (  )]
    

 (cm
-3

)
 
…………………………… (4) 

       is measured in nanometers. 

  Fig. 4.10 represents values of electron number density under different experimental conditions. At 

higher gas injection rates with increase in power of discharge pulses the electron number density 

increased.  
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Fig. 4.10 (Color online) Electron number density under different experimental conditions and inter-

electrode gap distances. 

 

Comparing the ionization energies of three injected gasses (Ar =15.7596eV, air = 14.53eV and O2 = 

13.6181eV) the lowest ionization energy needed by oxygen, therefore in oxygen injected discharge, 

the electron collisions with oxygen effectively promoted many positive and negative ions like O
+
, O

+2
, 

O
+4

, O
+3

, O
-2

, O
-1

. Oxygen being an electronegative gas, its injection in water resulted to the formation 

of high density of negative ions in the plasma that caused decrease in the plasma electron density. 

Since some part of oxygen exists in air also, it also reduced electron number density; therefore argon 
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injected underwater discharge outcome highest electron number density and oxygen injected 

underwater discharge gave lowest electron density, while air existed at intermediate of two gasses 

when three of them were compared. Although the power of discharge pulses was highest in oxygen 

injected discharge, but the probable power consumption was in forming ions, the excess of oxygen 

ions resulted to the decrement of electron number density in oxygen bubbles containing discharge.  

4.3.5 Effect of Electron Temperature on Chemical Reactive Species 

  The increase in electron temperature and number density caused increase in yield rate of highly 

reactive chemical oxidant species •OH, H2O2 and O3.  

i.  •OH Radicals 

  The 
•
OH radicals, due to high redox potential among oxidant species (2.80V) is of large interest in 

liquid plasma for environmental, medical, biological and other advance applications. When plasma 

occurred in water, some chemical reactions took place that caused generation of 
•
OH radicals. The 

dissociation of water molecule by applied electric field, by electron impact dissociation, through 

plasma generated shock waves, dissociation of hydrogen peroxide and ultra violet (UV) radiations 

caused the generation of 
•
OH radicals. Some typical chemical reactions that probably take place in 

underwater discharge for 
•
OH radical‘s generation are given as [149]:  

H2O → H+ 
•
OH 

e
- 
+ H2O2 →

•
OH +H 

H2O2 + H2O →2
•
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H2O → H
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 +
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OH 
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+
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•
OH 
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•
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OH 
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HO2
- 
+ H2O → H2O2 + •OH

-
 

H2O2 → 2
•
OH 

  In case of gas injected discharge where bubbles and gas channels exist in water, the generation of 

•
OH radicals and their yield rate depend upon type of gas and gas injection rate. Since the life time of 

•
OH radicals is very short ~ 10

-8
 sec, therefore convenient method for its detection is emission 
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spectroscopy. Fig. 4.11(a, b) represents the emission spectrum of 
•
OH radicals (λ=309nm) generated 

by argon injection, while Fig. 4.12 (a, b) shows 
•
OH radicals emission spectrum of air injected 

discharge and oxygen injected results of 
•
OH radicals are represented in Fig. 4.13 (a, b) at 1 and 2-mm 

inter-electrode gaps respectively. 

 

Fig. 4.11 (Color online) Emission spectrum of OH radicals for various argon injection rates at (a) 1-

mm and (b) 2-mm inter electrode gap distances. 

 

  In case of argon injection since it is non-reactive gas therefore the chemical reactions are not too 

high. Only electric field dissociation and electron impact dissociation in water mainly participated in 

generating reactive species specially 
•
OH radicals. Fig. 4.14 (a-f) represents the concentration of 

•
OH

 

radicals, calculated by applying Gaussian distribution function on emission spectrum peak of 
•
OH 

radicals (at 309 nm), as a function of electron temperature and electron number density.   
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Fig. 4.12 (Color online) Emission spectrum of OH radicals for (a) 1-mm and (b) 2-mm inter electrode 

gaps and various air injection rates. 

 

  The results showed that with increase in electron temperature and electron number density and at 

long gap distance more 
•
OH

 
radicals can be induced. The oxygen injected discharge compared to argon 

and air, higher concentration of 
•
OH

 
radicals can be induced.  The 

•
OH radicals were formed mainly 

due to dissociation of H2O2, which was highly influenced by nitrogen existence. Since air contains 

high concentration of nitrogen (78%) therefore air injected discharge produced lowest concentration of 

•
OH radicals among three gasses. Te was highest in oxygen injected discharge and concentration of 

•
OH radicals as well. While Ne was highest in argon injected discharge but even concentration of 

•
OH 

radicals proven to be less compared to O2 injected discharge.        
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Fig. 4.13 (Color online) Emission spectrum of OH radicals for various oxygen injection rates at (a) 1- 

mm and (b) 2-mm inter electrode gap distances. 

ii. Hydrogen peroxide 

  Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) with redox potential (1.78V) is stable and highly reactive oxidant specie, 

which can be generated in water after plasma discharge occurrence. Unlike 
•
OH radicals whose life 

time is very short, it is stable and can be detected in water, long time after plasma processing. H2O2 

plays a vital role in disinfection of water. Several methods exists for the detection of H2O2 generated in 

water after plasma treatment [150], but the most dominant method is colorimetric method proposed by 

Eisenberg [151]. In this research same photometric analysis for the determination of H2O2 generated in 

water was adopted after occurrence of plasma discharge.  
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Fig. 4.14 (Color online).Concentration of OH radicals by using Gaussian function (a-c) Electron 

temperature dependent (d-f) Electron number density dependent for 1 mm and 2 mm gap distances. 

 

    In this method sample of plasma treated water with equal amount of titanium sulfate regent 

(purchased from Kanto chemicals co. Inc. Tokyo, Japan). The hydrogen peroxide generated by water 

plasma reacts with titanyl ions and a yellow color complex solution of pertitanic acid was formed, 

under following chemical reaction [152]; 

Ti
4+ 

+ H2O2 + 2H2O → TiO2 · H2O2 + 4H
+
 

The absorption spectrum of this yellow color complex solution was measured at 407 nm. The 

absorbance at this wave length corresponds to the concentration of H2O2 generated in water as result of 

plasma discharge.  

  Since the discharge was created after three different gasses injection at different gas injection rates 

100 to 800 sccm, therefore the amount of hydrogen peroxide varies with gas injection. Fig. 4.15 (a-d) 

represents the absorption spectrum of pertitanic acid yellow complex solution and resulted H2O2 

concentration at 1mm and 2mm inter electrode gap distances respectively for different values of 
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electron temperature.  Fig. 4.16 (a-c) represents the variation in concentration of H2O2 under different 

values of electron number density. At large inter-electrode gap and highest oxygen injection rate 

resulted in maximum concentration of hydrogen peroxide in plasma treated water. The presence of 

nitrogen in water due to air injection will suppressed hydrogen peroxide. The amount of hydrogen  

 

 

Fig. 4.15 (Color online) (a) Absorption spectrum of pertitanic acid yellow complex solution (b-d) 

Electron temperature dependent Hydrogen peroxide concentration. 

 

 

peroxide formed by oxygen injection was highest and approximately same amount was observed with 

argon injection. The H2O2 resulted to be in direct relation with Te as well. 
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Fig. 4.16 (a-c). (Color online) Electron Number density dependent Hydrogen peroxide concentration. 

iii. Ozone 

  As a result of plasma discharge occurrence in water, ozone has also been detected. The redox 

potential of Ozone (2.07V) [137] is although less than 
•
OH radicals but it can be detected in water after 

plasma processing.  Ozone can induce 
•
OH radicals also after reacting with H2O2. Ozone formation is 

possible in water as well as gas ozone; therefore in this experiment since gas bubbles generated by 

argon, air and oxygen exists within water therefore ozone can be detected in dissolved water. A 

common method presented by Hoigne [153] called indigo method was used in this research for ozone 

measurement. Two solutions were prepared for quantitative measurement of ozone [154].  

Solution 1: 1ml of phosphoric acid (H3PO4 ), (purchased from Daejung chemical and metal co. LTD. 

Korea) was mixed with 620 mg of indigo reagent (purchased from Daejung chemical and metal co. 

LTD. Korea) in glass volumetric flask of 1 liter size, then flask was filled with distilled water. 

Solution 2: 28 g of sodium di-hydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4), (by SIGMA-ALDRICH, Korea), 35 g 

of H3PO4 were mixed together in 1 liter size volumetric flask, and filled up with 1 liter distilled water.  

For reagent preparation 1ml of each solution was taken and mixed with 12.5 ml distilled water. This 

gave us indigo color liquid solution. The absorption spectrum of this solution gave us blank or 

reference absorbance (at 600 nm), represented by A1. To determine ozone concentration first 1 liter of 

plasma treated water and then 12.5ml of this treated water sample was taken and mixed with 1ml of 
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each solution (solution 1 and solution 2) presented above. The addition of plasma treated water 

removed the indigo color from the water having 1ml of each solution. The absorbance spectrum (at 

600 nm), of this sample gave us another absorbance reference A2. The differences between the two 

absorbance‘s were calculated by ∆A=A2 - A1.  The equation applied to calculate the ozone 

concentration is expressed as [155]: 

          
      

   
  ………………………………………………. (1) 

∆A= difference in absorbance; b= path length of cuvette in cm; V= volume of sample; f= 

experimentally obtained factor = 0.42. 

  Fig. 4.17 (a-d) represents the typical absorption spectrum of solution and ozone concentration at 1mm 

and 2mm inter electrode gaps respectively at different electron temperatures. The results demonstrated 

that with increase in electron temperature and larger inter-electrode gaps, higher concentration of 

ozone exists. Compared to other two gasses oxygen proved to be powerful ozone generating gas. 

Oxygen injection generated almost twice ozone then other gasses. Fig. 4.18 (a-c) represents the 

concentration of ozone dependent on electron number density. The results showed that increase in 

electron temperature caused increase in ozone yield rate. Oxygen injected discharge generated more 

ozone despite of having low electron number density. As the atomic oxygen reacted with water 

molecules and molecular oxygen to form ozone therefore generation of O3 can be more effective in the 

presence of oxygen gas bubbles in water compared to air and argon. Also the reaction rate co-efficient 

for forming ozone through dissociation or recombination was higher in oxygen injected discharge, 

compared to argon and nitrogen containing air. Moreover the energetic electrons and UV radiations 

cause dissociation of oxygen molecules that cause ozone generation. Compared to oxygen, argon is a 

chemically inert gas therefore when pulsed discharges take place; argon was dissociated to excite 

electrons; resulting high electron number density in discharge containing argon bubbles. Since 

nitrogen and argon can have some catalytic effects on the generation of ozone. In the case of air 
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injection that contains nitrogen as major part, such an effect probably due to reaction of nitrogen atoms 

and nitrogen molecules in electronically excited state with oxygen (produced by splitting of water 

molecules and some concentration existing in air), that results the generation of  additional oxygen 

atoms for ozone generation.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.17 (Color online) (a) Absorption spectrum of ozone containing water sample (b-d) Electron 

temperature dependent ozone concentration. 
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Fig. 4.18 (a-c) (Color online) Electron Number density dependent ozone concentrations. 

 

But, at higher specific energy densities in the discharge nitrogen existing in air that can destroy ozone 

by quenching of oxygen atoms. Comparison among three gasses showed that oxygen was best for 

generating ozone and due to nitrogen air was not too favorable.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Following were deduced from the experiment:  

1. The average electron number density was observed 10
17

cm
-3

, and electron temperature was 0.5-

1.6eV under different experimental conditions.  

2. Increase in gas injection rate increases the power of discharge pulses, which result in an 

increase in electron temperature and number density.  

3. The electron temperature of oxygen injected discharge proved highest then air and argon due to 

high emission intensity of hydrogen Ballmer lines.  

4. The chemicals reactions that took place after discharge occurrence affected by electron 

temperature rather than electron number density.  

5. The electronegative characteristic of oxygen reduced the electron number density; therefore 

argon contains highest electron number density then oxygen and air.  

     6. The oxidant reactive species (•OH, O3 and H2O2) has direct relation with Te, for Ar, air and O2.  
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5. High Frequency Underwater Capillary Discharge 

 

5.1 Diagnostics of Argon Injected Hydrogen Peroxide Added High Frequency Underwater 

Capillary Discharge  
 

1. Introduction.  

The generation of reactive species like •OH radicals, ozone, reactive hydrogen and oxygen through 

electrical discharge in water is of large interest and has been widely investigated by many researchers 

[156-158]. Through various diagnostics phenomena different kinds of reactive species were detected 

[159-160]. Among them ozone and •OH radicals are of larger interest due to high redox potential 

(2.07V and 2.80V respectively) and their high sterilization rate [161]. These reactive species have wide 

range of environmental, biological, medical, Nano-technology and industrial applications [162-167]. 

•OH radicals are widely used for controlling environmental pollution including drinking water and 

waste water treatment [168]. High redox potential reactive species are useful in blood treatment and E. 

coli degradation when generated in water and other liquids through electrical discharge [169-170]. 

Synthesis of Nano-particles and polymers surface modifications is another useful application of 

underwater plasma discharge and these reactive species can act as antibacterial agents [171-172]. The 

hydroxyl radicals can be generated by various mechanisms [173] else than electrical discharge in 

water, but researchers proved that the electrical discharge method is most effective method where high 

intensity of •OH radicals can be obtained [174-175]. Therefore in this research electrical discharge in 

water was used to induce highly reactive oxidant species especially •OH radicals. When plasma 

generated then highly intensive shock waves, high temperature, strong electric field generation and 

electron impact dissociation can cause water molecule to split into •OH, other reactive species, 

ionization and excitation process. Under various chemical reactions the splitting and recombination of 

generated radicals and ionic species takes place to form •OH, ozone and H2O2. Following are some 

common chemical reactions that occur in aqua system while inducing some highly reactive oxidant 

species [176]: 
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H2O → H+ •OH 

H+H→H2 

OH +•OH →H2O2 

OH +•OH → H2O +O 

O +•OH → O2 +H 

e-+ H2O2 →•OH +H 

H2O2 + H2O →2•OH + H2+ O2 

 

In the table 5.1.1 the possible chemical reactions list, that takes place when discharge occurs in liquid 

is shown [177]. 

 

Reactants                Products 

2H2O  → H2O2+H2 

H2O  → H
+
+eaq+

·
OH 

eaq+ 
·
OH→H2+OH

.
 

eaq +
·
OH→OH

.
 

eaq+ HO2→HO2
-
 

eaq+ O2
.
→HO2

- 
+ OH

.
 

eaq+ H2O2→ OH
. 
+ OH

-
 

eaq+ HO2
- 
→O

-  
+ OH

-
 

eaq+ O2 → O2
-
 

eaq+ H
+ 

→ H
.
 

eaq + H2O → OH
- 
+ H

.
 

2eaq → H2O+2 OH
-
 

2 H
. 
→H2 

H
.
+

·
OH → H2O 

H
. 
+ HO2 → H2O2 

H
. 
+ O2

- 
→ HO2

-
 

H
. 
+ H2O2 → H2O +

·
OH 

H
. 
+ O2 → HO2

.
 

OH
- 
+ H

. 
→ eaq + H2O 

·
OH+ 

·
OH → H2O2 

·
OH +O

- 
→ HO2

-
 

·
OH + HO2

. 
→O2 + H2O 

·
OH+ O2

- 
→ O2 + OH

-
 

·
OH+ H2O2 → HO2

. 
+ H2O 

·
OH+ HO2

- 
→ HO2

. 
+ OH

-
 

·
OH+ H2 → H

. 
+ H2O 

·
OH + OH

- 
→ O

- 
+ H2O 

2O
- 
→ OH

- 
+ HO2

-
 

O2
- 
+ O

- 
→ O2 + 2 OH

-
 

O
- 
+ H2O2 → O2

- 
+ H2O 

O
- 
+ HO2

- 
→ O2

- 
+ OH

-
 

 

Table 5.1.1 The possible chemical reactions list that takes place when discharge occurs in liquid (Dors 

et al., Chen et al., Grymonpre et al., Mok et al ;2005, 2002, 2009, 2001, 2008 respectively). 
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The addition of hydrogen peroxide in water can enhance the reaction rates for generating 
•
OH radicals 

and other reactive species. In this research the standard value of hydrogen peroxide (0.35ml/L) [178] 

was added at different amounts starting from (0-0.35) ml/L. This addition enhanced the yield rate of 

•
OH radicals. It is important to measure the intensity of reactive species especially 

•
OH radicals. 

Several methods exist for the measurement of •OH radicals among them the most convenient method 

is optical emission spectroscopy (OES) [179]. Beside that other complicated methods like spin-trap 

electron-spin resonance (ESR) [180], indirect measurement of •OH radicals using chemical probe 

[181], laser induce fluorescence (LIF) [182] and 
•
OH radicals dissolved in liquid were observed 

indirectly using fluorescent properties of hydroxyl-terepethalic acid (HTA) formed in the reaction of 

Terepethalic acid (TA) [183]. Among all of them OES is simple and convenient method that was used 

in this experiment. The properties of 
•
OH radicals and other reactive species observed by several 

researchers by different mechanisms. Table 5.1.2 represents the properties of reactive species 

generated by electrical discharge in water [184].   

  This research work is useful to present the effect of H2O2 addition in water along with plasma 

discharge to enhance the yield of •OH radicals. Also the electrical characteristics of H2O2 added water 

discharge were presented.  

2. Experiment Set-up 

  Fig. 5.1.1 represents the experimental set-up used while Fig. 5.1.2 shows the visual view of the 

discharge. The inter-electrode gap where plasma generated was kept 10mm, a liquid flow meter and 

controller (Dwyer-RM series) was used to control the flow rate of water (0.1L/min).  Hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) was added to the water reservoir that was to be treated at standard rates starting from 

0ml/L to 0.35ml/L. A conductivity meter (OAKTON-CON6) was used for observing conductivity of 

water during experiment specially after adding hydrogen peroxide. Mass flow controller (LINE TECH 

M3030V) along with display unit was used to control and provide Argon gas.  
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Species 

 

Formula 

 

Standard 

Electrochemical 

Potential (V) 

 

pH 

(where 

present) 

 

Role 

 

Hydroxyl   

Radical 

 
·
OH 

 

+2.59 

 

pH < 11.9 

 

Strong oxidant 

 

Hydrogen 

Peroxide 

 

H2O2 

 

+1.77 

 

pH<11.6 

Strong oxidant 

Week reductant 

 

 

Superoxide 

anion 

 

O2
-
 

 

-0.33 

 

pH<4.8 

 

Week reductant 

 

 

Per 

hydroxyl 

radical 

 

HO2
.
 

 

+1.49 

 

pH<4.8 

 

Strong oxidant 

 

Hydro-

peroxide 

anion 

 

HO2
-
 

 

+0.88 

 

pH>11.6 

Week oxidant 

Week reductant 

 

 

Singlet 

oxygen 

 
1
O2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ozone gas 

 

O3 

 

+2.07 

  

Strong oxidant 

 

 

Atmospheri

c oxygen 

(normal 

triplet 

form) 

 

 

O2 

 

 

+1.23 

 

  

 

Week oxidant 

Solvated 

electrons 

 

e(aq)
-
 

 

-2.77 

 

pH > 7.85 

 

Strong reductant 

 

Table 5.1.2. Properties of selected species involved in advance oxidation process (AOP) are through 

electrical discharge in water discharge (Buxton et al., 1998; Lide, 2006; Petri et al., 2011). 
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Fig. 5.1.1. (Color online) Schematic view of experiment set-up. 

 

Fig. 5.1.2. (Color online) Visual view of the capillary discharge. 
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  A Neon transformer (15 kV, 25 kHz) was used to provide required input power for generating 

discharge at 10 mm inter-electrode gap in tab water. A Tektronix digital oscilloscope (DPO 2024) with 

high voltage and current probes and having data storage facility was used for recording Volt-Ampere 

characteristics. An Avantes Avaspec-NIR256 miniature fiber-optic spectrometer was used to record 

the emission spectrum of hydrogen emitted lines.  

  A mixture of water and hydrogen peroxide was taken in one liter water tank (H2O2 was added for 

different amounts), and water was allowed to flow through the quartz tube. The two terminals of 

electrodes were connected at the output of the Neon transformer. The discharge was created inside 

capillary between two electrodes carrying flowing water and after discharge occurrence the electrical 

and spectral data was recorded. The electrical data taken by oscilloscope was evaluated by Matlab 

codes to find volt-ampere characteristic curves, electrical power of discharge pulses, frequency of 

discharge pulses and time difference between the occurrences of discharge pulses under different 

experimental conditions. Argon gas was injected at 0-500sccm injection rates through injection syringe 

and bubbles were created to reduce required power for generating discharge in flowing water long gap 

discharge. The emission spectrum was recorded to find the intensity of 
•
OH radicals and other reactive 

species. The Gaussian distribution was applied on 
•
OH emission spectrum peaks to determine the 

intensity of 
•
OH radicals. The results were tabulated and presented graphically as well. Under different 

experimental conditions, electrical and spectral data was taken simultaneously, compared and 

presented.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1.Electrical results 

  Fig. 5.1.3 represents typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of non-gas injected discharge for different 

amounts of hydrogen peroxide addition. The addition of hydrogen peroxide does not influence 

remarkably water conductivity; therefore the required breakdown voltage was almost same at without  
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Fig. 5.1.3. (Color online)Typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of non-gas injected discharge for 

different amounts of hydrogen peroxide addition (a) 0ml/l H2O2 (b) 0.05 ml/L H2O2 (c) 0.20 ml/L 

H2O2 (d) 0.35 ml/L H2O2. 

 

Fig. 5.1.4. (Color online)Typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of 500 sccm Ar gas injected discharge 

for different amounts of hydrogen peroxide addition (a) 0ml/l H2O2 (b) 0.05  ml/L H2O2 (c) 0.20ml/L 

H2O2 (d) 0.35 ml/L H2O2.  
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 argon injection. Fig. 5.1.4 represents typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of argon injected discharge 

for various amounts of hydrogen peroxide addition. The addition of argon gas generated bubbles and 

gas channels drastically reduced the required breakdown voltage due to small dielectric constant of gas 

compared to pure water medium having high dielectric strength. When no gas was injected, after 

applying electrical fields across the electrodes, the joule‘s heating cause evaporation and micro 

bubbles generation that assist the discharge occurrence process. Moreover electron impact dissociation 

was another cause of electrical breakdown in water medium. In volt-ampere curves the sharp peaks 

represents the stage when evaporation, micro bubbles density and electron density due to electron 

impact dissociation was at maximum, after discharge occurrence the voltage drops and discharge 

current rises. Sharpe peaks represents quick breakdown process. After argon injection, bubbles and gas 

channels were generated, that participated mainly in creating low voltage breakdown. Discharge 

occurred within that bubbles and channels and inside water or liquid-gas interface.  The generation of 

bubbles and gas channels, occurrence of discharge in theses gas channels and bubbles and in liquid-

water interface was a quick and random process, so underwater discharge was of pulsating nature. The 

addition of argon gas generated bubbles and gas channels that drastically reduced the required 

breakdown voltage due to small dielectric constant of gas compared to pure water medium having high 

dielectric strength.  Fig. 5.1.5 represents the reduction in breakdown voltage. Due to high dielectric 

constant of pure water medium, the required breakdown voltage was larger compared to the gas 

injected discharge, where gas channels and gas bubbles created low voltage breakdown. With increase 

in gas injection rate, breakdown voltage reduced enormously. 

  Fig. 5.1.6 represents the variation in electrical power of the discharge pulses, under different 

experimental conditions.   

  The addition of hydrogen peroxide had no remarkable effect on the breakdown voltage therefore, the 

electrical power of discharge pulses depends upon the medium of discharge i.e. pure water medium or 

argon injected medium. In case of argon injection due to rise in bubbles size and number density, and 

gas channels, the discharge strength increased and dimensionally more expanded discharge was 
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obtained. This increased the strength of electrical power of discharge pulses. The electrical power of 

pulses becomes higher with increase in gas injection rates. 

   

 

 

Fig. 5.1.5. (Color online). Variation in breakdown 

voltage for different Ar injection rates and                   

various hydrogen peroxide addition. 

  

  

 

Fig.5.1.6. (Color online). Variation in 

electrical power of discharge pulses for 

different Ar injection rates and various 

hydrogen peroxide additions. 

 

  Fig. 5.1.7 shows the variation of discharge pulse frequency. Due to argon injection high frequency of 

discharge pulses were obtained compared to the pure water discharge. The increase in gas injection 

rate can cause high frequency discharge. The time difference between the occurrences of discharge 

pulses under different experimental conditions is shown in Fig. 5.1.8. After gas injection quick 

discharge pulses were obtained compared to the non-gas discharge.  

  The results presented that without gas injection high break down voltage was needed, while after 

argon injection that is non-reactive the chemical characteristics of discharge were not altered, but the 

physical characteristics varied. At higher gas injection rates the breakdown voltage reduced, electrical 
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power of discharge pulses raised, frequency was increased while time difference between occurrences 

of discharge pulses reduced. The addition of hydrogen peroxide had no remarkable influence on the 

electrical characteristics of the discharge.  

 

 

Fig. 5.1.7. (Color online). Variation in frequency of 

discharge pulses for different Ar injection rates and 

various hydrogen peroxide additions. 

 

 

Fig. 5.1.8. (Color online). Average time 

difference between the occurrence of discharge 

pulses for different Ar injection rates and 

various hydrogen peroxide additions. 

 

 

3.2.Spectral results 

  Fig. 5.1.9 (a-d) represents the emission spectrum results of the discharge. The emission spectrum was 

obtained after discharge occurrence by setting spectrometer wavelength range 250-1000 nm. The peaks 

of 
•
OH radicals at 309 nm, Hα at 656 nm and reactive oxygen at 777 nm and 844 nm were observed 

more dominant among required reactive species peaks.   The intensity of 
•
OH radicals and other 
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reactive species was too high when H2O2 was added. Fig. 5.1.9 (a) represents the emission spectrum 

without hydrogen peroxide addition. Without H2O2 addition only the splitting of water molecule by 

electrical field, ultra violet (UV) radiations and electron impact dissociation caused the generation of 

these reactive species. Fig. 5.1.9 (b) represents the emission spectrum at 0.05ml/L hydrogen peroxide 

addition. While Fig. 5.1.9 (c) for 0.20 ml/L hydrogen peroxide addition and Fig. 5.1.9 (d) for 0.35ml/L 

hydrogen peroxide addition. Comparison outcome that the 
•
OH radicals, reactive hydrogen and 

reactive oxygen were quite high for the case of hydrogen peroxide addition. 

  The results also demonstrated that with increase in argon gas injection since the strength of the 

discharge, electrical power of discharge pulses and frequency of discharge pulses was high, therefore 

intensity and concentration of reactive species increased as well. The addition of hydrogen peroxide 

along with argon injection generated more reactive species. Fig. 5.1.10 represents the concentration of 

OH radicals by applying Gaussian distribution function on 
•
OH radical‘s emission peaks at 309nm 

[185]: 

∫           √  
 

  
…………………………………… (1) 

Increase in argon injection and hydrogen peroxide addition resulted in high concentration of OH 

radical‘s. 
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Fig. 5.1.9. (Color online). Emission Spectrum of •OH radicals and other reactive species for different  

                  Ar injection rates and various hydrogen peroxide addition (a) 0ml/l H2O2 (b) 0.05 ml/L 

                  H2O2 (c) 0.20 ml/L H2O2 (d) 0.35 ml/L H2O2. 
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Fig. 5.1.10. (Color online). Variation in concentration of •OH radicals for different Ar injection 

                    rates and various hydrogen peroxide addition. 

 

At larger argon injection rates, since power of discharge pulses and frequency of discharge pulses was 

observed increasing therefore, higher dissociation rate of water molecules was obtained, that resulted 

in higher concentration of 
•
OH radicals. 

4. Conclusions.  

1. The addition of hydrogen peroxide along with argon injection generated stronger plasma and 

high intensity of reactive species especially •OH radicals.  

2. Addition of hydrogen peroxide effected chemical properties and have no remarkable effect on 

electrical characteristics, especially conductivity of water.  

3.  Argon gas injection generated bubbles and gas channels that reduced the required breakdown 

voltage for long gap flowing water discharge.  

4. The frequency and electrical power of discharge pulses increased while time difference 

between the occurrence of discharge pulses and breakdown voltage was reduced at higher 

argon injection rates.  
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5.2 Effect of Water Conductivity on the Generation of     Radicals in High Frequency 

Underwater Capillary Discharge 

1. Introduction: 

  Generation of non-thermal plasma by electrical discharge in water for various industrial, 

environmental and biomedical applications becomes one of the interesting topics since last few 

decades [186-190]. The high dielectric strength of water cause large power consumption, therefore 

overcoming such problem is a challenging issue in underwater plasma discharge. The introduction of 

gas bubbles and gas channels and induction of plasma within these gas bubbles and channels 

drastically reduced the required input power due to less dielectric strength of gas [191].  The type of 

gas, gas injection rate and injection mechanisms enormously affect the physical and chemical 

characteristics of plasma discharge. In this research we injected non-reactive gas argon for generating 

gas bubbles and channels to reduce power. We consider known reaction rate equations to explain the 

reaction kinetics of reactive species for Ar injected discharge as explained in table 5.2.1 [192, 193]. 

The de-excitation of these energetic reactive species from higher to lower energy states can cause the 

emission of ultra-violet (UV) radiations [194]. Underwater plasma discharge also known as 

electrohydraulic discharge generates plasma streamers. The propagation of these streamers results in 

generation and propagation of shock waves [195]. Underwater discharge also generates oxidant 

species like    , O, O3, H2O2 and H due physical and chemical reactions that take place as result of 

electrical discharge in water. The concentration of chemical reactive species (   , O, O3, and H) can 

be measured by emission and absorption spectrums [196-199].  The shockwave intensity and 

propagation velocity can be measured by hydrophones and various pressure measurement devices 

[200]. The generation of all these outputs from underwater plasma discharge depends upon the 

chemical characteristics of water especially on water conductivity. Two important issues of water 

conductivity are related to the electrical discharge in water [201].  

1). The breakdown voltage 

2). Discharge current.  
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The discharge current in water transferred by solvated ions and both positive and negative streamers 

propagate. These solvated ions occupy in the streamers during their propagation and strongly influence 

the electrical discharge. In pure water medium, higher breakdown voltage required due to high 

dielectric strength of water. The injection of gas and generation of gas bubbles and gas channels leads 

to the reduction of breakdown voltage due to less dielectric constant of gas compared to liquid. In 

underwater discharge two types of current exists [202].  

Reactants                                Products 

Ar + e   →      Ar (
3
P) + e 

H2O + e →     H + OH + e 

OH +OH →   H2O2 

OH +O3   →    HO2  +  O2 

OH + HO2  →   H2O + O2 

OH+ H2O2   →    HO2 + H2O 

O + O2    →   O3 

O + O3    →   O2  + O2 

O(
1
D) +H2O  → OH +OH 

O + HO2  →  H + O2 

H2O + Ar(
3
P)   →   H + OH +Ar 

O2 +Ar(
3
P)   →  O + O(

1
D) +Ar 

H + O3   →   OH + O2 

H + HO2  →  H2O + O 

H + HO2   →   OH +OH 

H + HO2    → O2  + H2 

HO2  + HO2   →   H2O2 + O2 

 

 

Table 5.2.1. Reactions considered in non-gas and Argon gas injected discharge. 

1). The conduction current that obeys Ohm‘s laws as I= 
 

 
  and the current density of  

      conduction current is given as     σ ⃗⃗ ; 

2). The apparent current produced by time varying electrical field known as displacement  
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       current having current density given by    = Ԑ
  ⃗⃗ 

  
. 

  For less conductivity like in tab water the conduction current density reduces resulting in no 

discharge initiation or low discharge power. In this case displacement current ‗Jd‘ caused by variation 

in electric field and dependent upon dielectric strength of water becomes more dominant. With 

increase in conductivity, conduction current ‗Jc‘ becomes more dominant due to reduction in resistive 

strength of water. When the conductivity is much higher more conduction current increases those 

results in larger dissociation of water molecule and generation of reactive species in large 

concentration. Therefore conductivity directly influences the breakdown phenomena, initiation of 

discharge, nature of current at various stages in discharge and sustaining the discharge.  

  This research work presents the effects of water conductivity on various phenomena like breakdown 

voltage, electrical power of discharge pulses and concentration of      radicals. To increase the 

conductivity we added H2SO4 because sulfate ions do not react effectively with     and    radicals. 

The injecting of argon gas bubbles reduced required break down voltage in pure water medium. The 

injection of this argon gas enhanced electron impact ionization due to existence of gas bubbles and gas 

channels [203].  A comparison was made between gas injected and non-gas injected discharge at 

various conductivities and inter-electrode gaps.  

2. Experimental set-up: 

  Fig. 5.2.1 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up that was used for this experiment. A visual 

view of the discharge is shown in Fig. 5.2.2.  

  The inter-electrode gaps where plasma generated were varied for different distances 1, 4, 7 and 

10mm. A liquid flow meter and controller (Dwyer-RM Series) was used to control the flow rate of 

water of 0.1 L/min through plasma generating quartz tube. A mass flow controller (LINE TECH 

M303V) along with mass flow control and display unit (FM-30VP) was used to control argon flow rate 

for adjusted value of 200 sccm. The required input power for generating discharge was provided by a 

neon transformer (15kV output voltage, and 25 kHz output frequency). An Avantes Avaspec-NIR256  
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Fig. 5.2.1: (Color online) Schematic view of experiment set-up. 

 

Fig. 5.2.2: (Color online) Visual view of the capillary discharge. 
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miniature fiber-optic spectrometer was gas and water simultaneously entered the quartz tube, in the 

liquid, the gas generated bubbles, which played a vital role in creating breakdown in water.  

The argon injection rate was fixed at 200 sccm and water flow rate was also kept constant at 0.1 

L/min. H2SO4 was added to enhance the conductivity of water according to required experimental 

conditions.  

  A Tektronix digital oscilloscope (DPO-2024) with high voltage and current probes and having data 

storage device facility was used for observing and recording Volt-Ampere characteristics. After 

allowing water to flow through quartz tube argon gas was injected and when bubbles were created, 

high voltage and high frequency input power was given and discharge was ignited.  

  After discharge occurrence the electrical and spectral data (emission spectrum) was taken 

simultaneously, used to record the emission spectrum of     radicals and other oxidant species 

(reactive hydrogen and oxygen) at different inter-electrode gaps and various conductivities.  

3. Methodology: 

  Two tungsten electrodes attached to the Neon transformer were inserted in quartz tube. A tank having 

water with different conductivities (by adding H2SO4) was used to deliver continues supply of water 

during discharge. The argon gas was injected by using an injection syringe and gas flow rate was 

controlled by using mass flow controllers (MFCs). When the The complex wave forms of electrical 

data were obtained and numerical methods were applied to calculate power of discharge pulses and 

breakdown voltage under various experimental conditions. The computational method was applied to 

emission spectral lines to determine the concentration of     radicals for the various conductivities, 

non-gas and gas injected discharges and different inter-electrode gaps.   

4. Results and discussion: 

 The results were analyzed by the electrical and spectral diagnostic techniques. 

4.1.Electrical Results 

  The electrical results for four different inter-electrode gaps (1, 4, 7 and 10) mm and at various 

conductivities were observed and compared. A high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) and a current 
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probe (Tektronix P6021) were used to measure the breakdown voltages and discharge currents. Fig. 

5.2.3 (a, b) shows typical Volt-Ampere characteristics under different experimental conditions.  

 

Fig. 5.2.3 (a, b) (Color online) Typical Volt-Ampere characteristics for non-gas and Argon injected 

values at different gap distances. 

  The applied voltage was sinusoidal and having high frequency but due to special liquid plasma 

characteristics the output appeared complex wave form when plasma occurred. The plasma discharge 

in water consists of many complex physical phenomena. The bearing of plasma in water obeys 

electron impact dissociation process and discharge in bubbles, either created by Ohmic heating or by 

external gas injection. We presented two cases: A gas injected discharge and non-gas injected 

discharge at various conductivities.  When 25 kHz voltage was applied across two tungsten electrodes, 

then the streamers propagated between two electrodes and heating phenomena started that generated 

micro-bubbles, at break down voltage the discharge occurred inside these bubbles, the implosion of 

these bubbles participated in occurrence of discharge in water. Also the electron impact dissociation 

participated in creating breakdown inside liquid. In case of gas injection the bubbles of larger size 

compared to bubbles generated by Ohmic heating were generated that created discharge more 

effectively. The generation of bubbles and gas channels, occurrence of discharge within that bubbles 

was a random process therefore the nature of discharge was pulsating. The plasma generation and 
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nature of discharge depends upon the size of bubbles, number density of bubbles and statistical 

probability of bubbles existence between two electrodes. The bubble generation in turn depends upon 

the gas injection rate and Ohmic heating rate which depends upon the conductivity of water and 

applied electric field value. The sharp peaks in discharge pulses represent the stage when bubbles fully 

exists between the electrodes and discharge occurs within that bubbles, at this stage voltage drops and 

discharge current rises. The procedure was quick and random therefore arbitrary and sharp pulses were 

obtained.  

  Fig. 5.2.4 represents the variation in breakdown voltage for different experimental conditions. In case 

of non-gas injection, the required breakdown voltage was high, but if compared to argon injection the 

required breakdown voltage even at long gap distance reduced enormously. When no gas was injected 

input power had to do two works: 1) Ohmic heating of water to create micro bubbles: 2) the creation of 

breakdown inside these micro bubbles and in the water at the interface of these bubbles through 

electron impact dissociation, and variation of electrical field across the electrodes. 

 

Fig. 5.2.4 (Color online) Variation of breakdown voltage at various conductivities and different inter-

electrode gaps (a) No gas injection (b) 200sccm Argon injection. 

In this experiment since water was flowing through capillary tube continuously, therefore heating 

phenomena, and generation of micro-bubbles was not dominant. The micro-bubbles existed in the 
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surrounding of the discharge region along the walls of the capillary tube. Therefore in the absence of 

the external gas injection the discharge occurred due to electron impact dissociation and applied 

electric field across electrodes. At low conductivities the water resistance was higher, so conduction 

current reduced therefore higher breakdown voltage was essential. At higher conductivities the 

conduction current increased, Ohmic heating raised, evaporation increased and all these processes 

enhanced the discharge occurrence process; therefore less breakdown voltage was needed at higher 

conductivities. 

  When argon gas was injected, it generated bubbles and gas channels inside liquid and in the region 

where electric field was dominant. These bubbles and gas channels reduced the required breakdown 

voltage as the dielectric strength of gas is much less then water.  Therefore the required input 

breakdown voltage was higher in pure water medium compared to gas injected medium.  

  At higher conductivities although the breakdown voltage reduced but it can be scaled down more 

drastically by injecting external gas more preferably non-reactive gas like argon. The breakdown 

voltages in this research article were compared to other previous research performed by AC with less 

frequency [203] and results proved that high input frequency dissociated water molecule more 

effectively at lower break down voltage and less power consumption. 

 

Fig. 5.2.5 (Color online) Variation in average electrical power of discharge pulses at various 

conductivities and inter-electrode gaps (a) Non-gas injected (b) 200sccm Argon. 
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With increase in water conductivity, electrical power of discharge pulses increased and more intense 

discharge (intense UV radiations) was obtained. 

  Fig. 5.2.5 represents the variation in electrical power of discharge pulses under different experimental 

conditions. Since the discharge wave forms were complex wave forms therefore, the power was 

calculated by     =           . The results represented that with increase in water conductivity the 

power of discharge pulses increased and comparison of non-gas and gas-injection emanated that the 

power of discharge pulses in gas injected case were much higher than non-gas injected discharge. In 

case of no-gas injection where the discharge occurred due to electron impact dissociation in pure water 

medium, the gap distance contained water only, the dielectric constant was higher therefore the 

strength of discharge was weak and discharge pulses comprised of less power. 

In gas injected case, as in this experiment 200sccm argon was injected the gas channels and gas 

bubbles filled the gap distance between two electrodes and more powerful discharge pulses were 

obtained.  

4.2.Spectral results 

  The emission spectrum was taken after discharge occurrence at different inter-electrode gaps and 

various conductivities for non-gas as well as argon injection. 

 Fig. 5.2.6 represents typical emission spectrum of various reactive species at 1-mm and 10-mm inter-

electrode gaps and various conductivities without injecting any stream of gas, while Fig. 5.2.7 

represents the 200sccm argon injected typical spectrum under similar conditions.  

When plasma was generated between two electrodes then emission spectrum of reactive oxidant 

species specially      radicals were recorded. The spectral range consists of 250-1000nm, with     

radicals (309nm), reactive hydrogen (Hα =656nm, Hβ =486nm) and reactive Oxygen (777nm and 

844nm). Special focus was on      radicals having high redox potential (2.87V) while other hydrogen, 

oxygen and remaining reactive species can also be seen in the emission spectrum.  

  In both cases non-gas and argon injected, the statistical probability of the bubbles existence between 

the electrodes was small; therefore weak discharge occurred at small gap distance with less electrical 
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power of discharge pulses compared to long gap distance. The electrical field variation in long gap 

distance and electron impact dissociation was higher than short gap distance.   

 The argon gas injection was kept constant to produce approximately uniform size of bubbles and gas 

channels while conductivity was varied from tab water conductivity (~50μS/cm) to higher conductivity 

(350μS/cm). Short intervals of conductivity (50 μS/cm) were taken to determine the variation in     

radical‘s intensity with increase in conductivity.   

 

 

Fig. 5.2.6 (Color online) Emission spectrum of     radicals at various conductivities for (a) 1-mm (b)-

10mm Inter-electrode gaps without argon gas injection. 

 

 

Fig. 5.2.7 (Color online) Emission spectrum of      radicals at various conductivities for (a) 1-mm (b) 

10-mm inter-electrode gaps at 200 sccm argon gas injections. 
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  The results demonstrated that increase in conductivity increased      radical‘s concentration and this 

concentration was observed higher in case of argon injection and at long gap distance. The probable 

reason was electron impact dissociation of water molecule under argon injection. 

  The concentration of OH radicals was calculated by computational method (MS Excel) using 

emission spectrum‘s area under the curve of OH radicals at 309 nm. 

  Fig. 5.2.8 represents the variation in concentration of OH radicals under different experimental 

conditions.  

  At higher conductivities the emission peak of OH radical‘s was high and comparatively broader lines 

were obtained then low conductivity. 

  Argon injected discharge resulted more intense discharge compared to non-gas injected discharge, 

therefore higher     radical‘s concentration with Argon injection was obtained, compared to non-gas 

injection.  

 

Fig. 5.2.8 (Color online) Concentration of     radicals for various conductivities and different inter-

electrode gaps (a) non gas injection (b) 200sccm Argon injection. 

discharge compared to non-gas injected discharge, therefore higher     radical‘s concentration with 

Argon injection was obtained, compared to non-gas injection.  
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5. Conclusions 

1. At large conductivities less breakdown voltage was needed, that can be more reduced by injecting 

       gas from external source  

2.   At   large   conductivities,   electrical   power   of discharge pulses was observed higher.  

3. Long  gap  discharge,  with  argon injection   and with   high   frequency   source   produce   high 

      concentration of OH radicals, compared to non-gas injected and short gap distance. 

4. The problem of power consumption at large gap distances and at low or high conductivities can be 

       solved by using high frequency source.   

5. High frequency source proved useful for creating long   gap   flowing   water   discharge   at   less   

      Power consumption and less breakdown voltage.  
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6. Large Volume Underwater Plasma Discharge 

1. Introduction 

High frequency underwater plasma discharge is of technological larger interest for industrial, 

biological, medical and environmental applications [204-207]. The sterilization of drinking water and 

industrial waste water treatment is some dominant applications of underwater plasma discharge [208-

211].  High frequency, high-voltage underwater plasma discharge generated directly in water proved to 

be an effective waste water treatment method. The high frequency and high voltage pulses are able to 

concentrate a strong electric field between the two electrodes inserted in water for creating breakdown 

and to initiate discharge within water medium [212]. The occurrence of discharge in water interacts 

with water molecules and initiates various physical and chemical processes in water such as shock 

waves of several mega Pascal, strong electric fields of several kV/cm, intense UV radiations, high 

redox potential chemical reactive species like O3,     radicals, reactive hydrogen, reactive oxygen, 

hydrogen peroxide etc. [213-216]. These reactive species generated by the electrical discharge in water 

chemically react and then degrade the organic pollutants contained in the water. The injection of gas to 

produce bubbles in water influence physical properties of plasma as well as yield rate of chemical 

reactive species. Since the dielectric strength of water is higher, therefore in order to reduce the 

required input power to induce discharge in water medium and to lower the dense effects of water, gas 

bubbles can be introduced [217]. The presence of gas bubbles makes it possible to easy initiation of 

ionization and electron avalanche process [218].  

  Due to high dielectric strength of water the power consumption, required high breakdown voltage 

especially in large volume of water make it a challenging issue for the researchers. The injection of gas 

bubbles and generation of gas streamers with in liquid and generation of plasma within such bubbles 

and gas channels drastically reduced the required input power for generating discharge in large volume 

of water due to less dielectric strength of gas compared to water[219]. In the absence of gas bubbles 

the required breakdown voltage was observed  approximately above 40kV and required current from 

power source was observed above 100A [220]. The capillary discharge method with gas injection is a 
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convenient method for generating discharge in water at low power [221]. Even the assembly of 

electrodes like pin to pin, pin to plate could affect the required input power [222].  

   In this research we adopted a new mechanism of multiple capillaries connection in parallel. As in our 

previous research we proved that at the flow rate of 0.1 L/min the flowing water sterilization is 

possible, therefore we extended our research to some higher volume. We connected twenty capillaries 

in parallel and each capillary was able to flow maximum up-to 0.2 L/min, and therefore we were able 

to sterilize 4 L/min water with theses capillaries at comparatively low power compare to other 

mechanisms.  In our previous research we also proved that oxygen is the best gas among other gasses 

for producing reactive oxidant species like   , H2O2, and O3. Therefore we used oxygen in this 

research for producing highly oxidant reactive species in large volume discharge.  

  The aim of this research was to provide a different convenient mechanism and idea for sterilizing 

large volume of water at lower power. This research will provide a baseline data for large scale 

applications.  

2. Experimental set-up 

Fig. 6.1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up used in this research.  The visual view 

of multiple capillary discharges is shown in Fig. 6.2. Twenty capillaries were connected in parallel. 

The capillary tubes were chosen of size; Φ =4mm outer; Φ=2mm inner and thickness =1mm.  

A Neon transformer was used for applying high frequency (25 kHz) and variable voltage (15kV) 

across tungsten electrodes (Φ=0.5mm) inserted in each capillary. The inter electrode gap where the 

plasma generated, was 10mm for ach capillary. A liquid flow meter and controller (Dwyer-RM Series) 

was used to control the flow rate of water at 0.2 L/min through plasma generating quartz capillary 

tube. A mass flow controller (LINE TECH M3030V), along with a mass flow control and display unit 

(FM-30VP), was used to control the oxygen flow rate (100 − 800 sccm) with interval of 100 sccm, 

through an injection syringe. The electrical results were recorded by a Tektronix digital oscilloscope 

(DPO-2024) with high voltage and current probes and having data storage facility was used for 

recording Volt-Ampere characteristics.  
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Fig. 6.1 Schematic diagram of experimental set-up. 
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The variation in break down voltages and average power of discharge pulses were calculated 

and presented. An Avantes Avaspec-NIR256 miniature fiber-optic spectrometer was used to record the 

emission spectrum of discharge under different experimental conditions. The spectrum provides the 

concentration of reactive species under different experimental conditions.  

3. Results and discussion 

(a) Electrical results 

Fig. 6.2 (a) represents the typical volt-ampere characteristics curves obtained by voltage and current 

probes for parallel capillaries assembly while fig. 6.2 (b) demonstrates the breakdown voltage. With 

increase in gas injection rate the required breakdown voltage reduced enormously, while discharge 

current rises. The existence of many capillaries and having single cathode and Anode makes the 

discharge pulses of complex and irregular nature. The large flowing water discharge was fluctuating 

and carrying noise of spark.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2 (Color online)  (a) Typical volt-ampere characteristics curve (b) Variation in Breakdown 

Voltage; for parallel capillaries assembly. 

(b) Spectral Results 

Fig. 6.3 represents an emission spectrum of discharge obtained after discharge occurrence. The 

strength of discharge was observed same for all capillaries under similar experimental conditions 
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therefore the emission spectrum was observed similar under one experimental condition in all 

capillaries.  At larger gas injection rates since more hydrogen peroxide could be generated in water;  

 

Fig. 6.3 Emission spectrum of oxygen Injected large volume capillary discharge. 
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also strength of discharge raises therefore high concentration of      radicals (at 309nm) was observed 

form the emission spectrum. Along with     radicals the reactive hydrogen (486nm, 656nm) and 

reactive oxygen (777nm, 844nm) can also be observed.  

  In our previous section (chapter 4) we presented the concentration of ozone and hydrogen peroxide as 

well.   It was proved that oxygen injected discharge could induce high concentration of      radicals, 

H2O2 and O3. Therefore multiple capillaries could yield such high concentration of these reactive 

species.  

  In this part of research we focused on     radicals only due to their high redox potential and quick 

chemical reaction ability that is too useful for flowing water discharge.  

4. Conclusions 

Connection of multiple capillaries could work as large volume flowing water discharge. The injection 

of oxygen gas not only could reduce the required input power but also it could induce high 

concentration of     radicals.  
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7. High Frequency Underwater Plasma Discharge Application in Antibacterial Activity 

7.1 Introduction 

 

  Treatment of water by plasma technology to inactivate dangerous bacteria like E. coli is a profitable 

and impressive non-chemical method [223-226]. The occurrence of discharge in water engendered 

highly reactive species like ozone (O3),     radicals, reactive oxygen (O), reactive hydrogen (H), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ultra violet (UV) radiations and shock waves of several mega Pascal [227, 

228]. Depending upon their redox potential (for oxidant species) and their intensity (for UV and Shock 

waves), each of these play a vital role in the inactivation of E. coli [229-231].     radicals  have high 

redox potential but have very short life time of ~10
-8

 sec [232], therefore they react quickly for a short 

time, compared to other reactive species like ozone and H2O2, those have long half-lives and react 

adequately as well [233].  They can be used for treatment of large volume of contaminated water 

[234].  Conventionally ozone can be generated in air and mixed in water for sterilization. Ozone can 

also be generated inside water like H2O2 by water dissociation process through electrical discharges 

[235-237]. Several chemical reactions take place simultaneously for generating     radicals and 

recombination of these     radicals with hydrogen, oxygen and other     radicals to generate ozone 

and hydrogen peroxide [238-240], reducing pH of water at the same time. When low pH of water 

reservoir is maintained the microbial activity of plasma treated water can be extended over long time 

after treatment [241]. Several electrode configurations and plasma generating mechanisms in water 

exist [242-244], and each mechanism generates different loads of oxidant species. Among them it is 

found that the discharge created in water is more competent than the discharge existence over the 

surface of water [208]. The occurrence of discharge within water causes dissociation of water 

molecules, formation of oxidant species and emission of UV and shock waves within water medium. 

These offer effectiveness of water treatment by plasma technology. The injection of oxygen compared 

to other non-reactive gas can generate more reactive oxygen, ozone and     radicals, which are more 

effective for E. coli sterilization in water. The dominant reason why oxygen is superior feed gas 

compared to air that contains 70% nitrogen, for generating reactive species in water especially ozone 
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generation [245, 246] is; 1). Oxygen fed plasma system can generate twice ozone and other reactive 

species that is highly effective for water sterilization; 2) its high chemical reactivity for generating 

oxidant species. 

  Since water is having high dielectric strength, therefore power consumption in underwater discharge 

is also a confront affair. To conquer such problem the gas bubbles and gas channels can be formed by 

oxygen injection. Due to low dielectric strength of gas, the occurrence of discharge in gas channels and 

bubbles at low power consumption takes place. In this research work, oxygen was injected for creating 

bubbles and channels. The oxygen injection was not only effective for reactive species generation but 

also useful for reducing required input power. Oxygen being electronegative gas, presence of oxygen 

bubbles and channels containing plasma, acts as a source of electronegative species, originate an 

increase of the electric field strength. Therefore, the mean electron kinetic energy increased and this 

lead to an increase of the excitation temperature and rise in electron density. 

  Several oxidant species contribute to inactivate E. coli through different mechanisms. 

 Ozone (O3) causes E. coli inactivation through chemical reaction. Compared to other Gram-positive 

E. coli like cocci (Staphylococcus and streptococcus), bacillae (Bacillus) and Myco E. coli those are 

resistant to O3, E. coli being Gram negative bacillae is very sensitive to inactivation by O3 [247]. O3 

damages the membrane of E. coli and also causes loss of cell numbers. By mutating of E. coli, it 

causes membrane damage [248].   

  H2O2 is also an athletic oxidizing agent for water disinfection, but its effect on E. coli is minimal 

because relatively high concentration is desired for sterilization, and considerable contact time is 

needed [249]. The addition of H2O2 elevates the chemical reactions for generating O3, and    .   

  The highly reactive OH radicals engage in aqua purification  by forming double strand break (DSB) 

in DNA cells of E. coli, which causes segregation of DNA molecule from each other near cell walls, 

whereas the number of DSB formed by single     radical is autonomous of molecular weight of DNA 

[250].  
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  The underwater discharge emits highly intense UV radiations, which may outcome residual effect 

that is harmful for E. coli [251]. The plasma generated reactive oxygen proved highly practical for E. 

coli disinfection [252].  

  The shock waves transmitted by plasma discharge can also eradicate the membrane of E. coli by 

immobilize it to reinvigorate themself, preserve the safety and quality, also provide a novel approach 

for solving sterilization process [253].  

  Literature review demonstrated that the waste water treatment and sterilization of drinking water by 

ordinary advance oxidation processes (AOP‘s) is not too effective as it cannot generate high intensity 

and concentration of oxidant species that are necessary for the inactivation of hazard species from 

water. The advantages of such AOP‘s are also restricted [254-256]. Generation of all above cited 

reactive species by initiating discharge with in water and its application on E. coli treatment proved 

effective compared to pure chemical and traditional methods. 

  Plasma discharge is a novel disinfection and effectual inactivation approach to treat microorganisms 

in aqueous systems. Inactivation of Gram-negative Escherichia coli (E. coli) by generating high 

frequency, high voltage, oxygen (O2) injected and hydrogen peroxide added (H2O2) discharge in water 

was achieved. The effect of H2O2 dose and oxygen injection rate, on electrical characteristics of 

discharge and E. coli disinfection has been reported. Microbial log reduction dependent on H2O2 

addition with O2 injection was observed.  The time variation of the inactivation efficiency quantified 

by the log reduction of the initial E. coli population on the basis of optical density (OD) measurement 

was reported. The analysis of emission spectrum recorded after discharge occurrence illustrated the 

formation of oxidant species (   , H and O). Interestingly the results demonstrated that O2 injected 

and H2O2 added, underwater plasma discharge had fabulous impact on the E. coli sterilization. The 

oxygen injection notably reduced the voltage needed for generating breakdown in flowing water and 

escalated the power of discharge pulses. No impact of hydrogen peroxide addition on breakdown 

voltage was observed. A significant role of oxidant species in bacterial inactivation also has been 

identified. Furthermore the E. coli survivability in plasma treated water with oxygen injection and 
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hydrogen peroxide addition drastically reduced to zero. The time course study also showed that the 

retardant effect on E. coli colony multiplication in plasma treated water was favorable, observed after 

long time. High frequency underwater plasma discharge based biological applications is technically 

relevant and would act as baseline data for the development of novel antibacterial processing 

strategies. 

  This research work payoff underwater plasma discharge application in E. coli disinfection through 

oxygen and hydrogen peroxide addition to water. The comprehensive aftermath of all reactive species 

generated by plasma discharge, on E. coli inactivation was reviewed and conferred.  

7.2. Materials and methods 

7.2.1 E. coli strains and growth conditions 

  Representative Gram-negative E. coli were procured form the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC
® 

25922™). The strains of E. coli were revived on Mueller-Hinton (MH) (Fluka, Sigma-

Aldrich, Ireland Ltd.) efficient agar plates. Overnight (16 to 18 h) E. coli cultures were grown 

aerobically at 37°C, with rotation 250 rpm on moving shaker, in TSB supplemented with 5% NaCl, 

MH broth for E. coli strains. After 24 hours E. coli culture was stored at -20º C for next E. coli 

coliform assays. 

a. Micro-well dilution coliform assay 

  Minimum inhibitory dose (MID) of plasma treatment was determined by the micro-well dilution 

method in culture broth as previous study [257, 258]. To test the ability of the plasma to kill large 

amounts of colony forming E. coli, overnight grown colonies of E. coli were diluted in sterile LB 

medium (1 colony in 1 μL). This suspension was diluted 1/100 in sterile medium and seeded in 96 well 

plate (Nunc™, Wiesbaden, Germany). Wells were incubated at 37 
0
C for 24 hours in LB medium 

broth. Anti E. coli activity was studied by observing the E. coli growth and turbidity in different 

treated and untreated wells. The plates were read for turbidity by measuring the optical density (OD) at 

595 nm on a micro plate reader (Model-680, Bio-Rad). MID of plasma was read as the lowest dose for 
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which no turbidity is appeared (Transmittance > 90% of a media control well). All test groups were 

performed in triplicate. 

b. Agar-well diffusion coliform assay 

 

  The antimicrobial activity was determined as earlier reported method in agar well diffusion method 

[259, 260][240, 241], with some modifications. The E. coli suspension water was prepared in different 

group (without hydrogen peroxide and without oxygen injection, with hydrogen peroxide and with 

oxygen from 100 -800 sccm) as water sample with nutrient medium. Next, the E. coli were streaked on 

Luria-Bertani (LB) agar (1% (w/v) bacto-tryptone and 0.5% (w/v) bacto-yeast extract along with 1% 

(w/v) NaCl and 4.5% (w/v) nutrient agar) and were incubated aerobically at 37 °C for overnight in 

CO2
 
incubator for 24 hours. Penicillin-Streptomycin was used as positive control and PBS only as 

negative control. Next day, all plates take off and calculated inactivation efficiency of growing 

colonies as follow [261]:  

  (  
  

  
)              ............................................ (1) 

  Where η is the inactivation efficiency of E. coli,    is the initial concentration of E. coli (in colony 

forming unit per milliliter), and    is the concentration of E. coli after treatment time t (in colony 

forming unit per milliliter). 

The abatement of number of colonies in plasma processed water under different experimental 

conditions was determined by    
 

  
  [262] ;( N = after treated colonies, No = before treated Colonies). 

7.3. Experiment set-up and methology  

 

  The discharge was initiated in capillary tube (Φ=4mm outer; Φ=2mm inner and thickness =1mm). A 

Neon transformer was used for applying high frequency (25 kHz) and variable voltage (15kV) across 

two tungsten electrodes (Φ=0.5mm). Fig. 7.1 presents a schematic of the experimental set-up that was 

used for this experiment, also a visual view of the discharge is shown in Fig. 7.2. The inter electrode 

gap where the plasma generated, was 10mm.  
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Fig. 7.1 (Color online) Schematic view of experiment set-up. 

 

Fig. 7.2 (Color online) Visual view of the capillary discharge. 1.Electodes connections. 2. High 

Volatge probe.3.Water Inlet.4. Discharge Region.5. Oxygen Injection Syringe. 6. Water Outlet. 
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  A liquid flow meter and controller (Dwyer-RM Series) was used to control the flow rate of water at 

0.1 L/min through plasma generating quartz capillary tube. A mass flow controller (LINE TECH 

M3030V), along with a mass flow control and display unit (FM-30VP), was used to control the oxygen 

flow rate (100 − 800 sccm) with interval of 100 sccm, through an injection syringe. An Avantes 

Avaspec-NIR256 miniature fiber-optic spectrometer was used to record the emission spectrum of 

discharge under different experimental conditions. The spectrum provides the concentration of reactive 

species under different experimental conditions. 

  The E. coli containing water was treated under different experimental conditions including with and 

without oxygen injection and with and without hydrogen peroxide addition.  The standard amount of 

hydrogen peroxide (0.35ml/l) [263][244] was added for generating high concentration of chemical 

reactive species.  

  The water (E. coli mixed) in a small tank with a one liter water reservoir was allowed to enter the 

capillary tube, and oxygen was injected by injecting syringe. When the oxygen and liquid 

simultaneously enter the quartz tube, in the water, the oxygen generated bubbles participate mainly in 

creating breakdown in water. The electrical data was observed and recorded using a digital 

oscilloscope with high- voltage and large-current probes, and with a data storage device facility. The 

emission spectrum was taken to observe the concentration of oxidant species generated in water after 

discharge occurrence.  

 The treated water was tested immediately after plasma treatment and after every 12 hours up-to 72 

hours was tested to detect the regeneration of E. coli in water, and further disinfection rate due to 

existence of hydrogen peroxide in water.  

7.4. Results and discussion 

  The electrical, spectral and E. coli diagnostics were carried out to study the results, physical and 

chemical procedures culpable for E. coli inactivation, under distant experimental conditions. 
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7.4.1. Volt-Ampere characteristics 

 

  A digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO-2024) was used for observing and reporting Volt-Ampere 

characteristics of underwater plasma discharge.  A high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) and a large-

current probe (Tektronix P6021), were used to determine the breakdown voltages and the currents for 

10 mm long gap discharge at various experimental frameworks. Fig. 7.3(a-d) represents typical Volt-

Ampere characteristic curves under different experimental conditions.  

  The eminent dielectric strength of water requires large break down voltage and higher power 

consumption. In order to apprehend this challenge, gaseous mediums are usually introduced in water 

where plasma needs to be produced. Two types of bubbles exists; a). Micro bubbles. b) Bubbles 

generated by external gas injection. The process of generation of micro bubbles depends upon the 

conductivity of water and whereabouts of water (static or flowing). At high conductivity and static 

reservoir of water these micro bubbles yield rate is dominant and having high number density. In order 

to generate micro bubbles the boiling of water is necessary and also higher conductivity is useful. 

These micro bubbles play a vital role in igniting plasma discharge. But since in this research water 

conductivity is very low (tab water) and water is flowing (heating process is almost negligible) 

therefore the number density of micro bubbles (generated by joule‘s heating) is very small,  just 

around the tip of electrodes small number of micro bubbles exists, therefore the participation of these 

micro bubbles is negligible. Therefore external injection of oxygen gas drastically reduced the required 

high breakdown voltage. The formation of bubbles and oxygen channels, occurrence of discharge 

inside these bubbles and oxygen channels was an abrupt and arbitrary phenomenon; therefore nature of 

discharge was pulsating and having short pulse duration, as can be seen from oscillograms. 
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Figur 7.3 (color online ) Dependence of typical Volt-Ampere characteristics of High Frequency  

           Underwater Plasma Discharges occurred in bubbles containing water without and with  

           H2O2 addition on oxygen injected rate (rate of O2-injection). 

(a): rate of O2-injection – 0 sccm, and H2O2 addition - 0 ml/L; 

(b): rate of O2-injection – 100 sccm, and H2O2 addition - 0.35 ml/L; 

(c): rate of O2-injection – 600 sccm, and H2O2 addition - 0.35 ml/L; 

(d): rate of O2-injection – 800 sccm, and H2O2 addition - 0.35 ml/L 

 

  Fig. 7.4(a, b, c) represents the breakdown voltage, power of discharge pulses and energy of discharge 

pulses under different oxygen injection rates. With increase in oxygen injection rates the breakdown 

voltage was reduced and higher power of discharge pulses were perceived. The existence of oxygen 

channels and bubbles between two electrodes reduced the density of medium and thus the breakdown 

occurred at low voltage. At higher oxygen injected rates the size of channels and bubbles was larger 

thus limited breakdown voltage was required. Since the discharge current was observed high at higher 

oxygen injection rates (as shown in oscillograms), so power of discharge pulses heightened as well. 

The increase in power of discharge pulses resulted to the corresponding increase in energy of discharge 

pulses as well. Both increase in power and energy aid a critical role in disinfecting E. coli. 
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Fig. 7.4 Dependences of electrical parameters due to oxygen injected bubbles and increasings in power  

              and in energy of discharge pulses on oxygen injection  rate. 

 (a): variation in breakdown voltage in presence and absecnce of hydrogen peroxide 

 addition; 

(b): increasing in hower of discharge pulses; 

(c): increase in energy of discharge pulses. 
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7.4.2. Spectral  

  The optical emission spectroscopy (OES) has been widely exercised to interrogate the highly reactive 

species provoked in underwater plasma discharge [263]. In this experiment, the emission spectrum 

emitted from the discharge was checked to scrutinize the clustering of reactive species produced by 

plasma discharge under different experimental conditions. Fig. 7.5 (a-f) represents emission spectrum 

of eminently reactive chemical species. The spectra represented vigorous atomic lines emissions due to 

the existence of hydrogen and oxygen radicals, originated from the dissociation of water molecules. 

The vivid peaks of hydrogen Ballmer lines (Hα =656nm and Hβ =484 nm) were present. The 

broadening of hydrogen Ballmer lines (Hα and Hβ) were observed, which may be due to several 

broadening mechanisms including natural broadening, Doppler broadening, Stark /pressure/collisional 

broadening, instrumental broadening and Vander-wales broadening [265-267], and are useful for 

determining physical characteristics (electron temperature and number density) of plasma discharge 

under various conditions. In the infrared region, many vivid lines were perceived due to atomic 

oxygen. In UV range at 309 nm     radicals peaks were inspected. No distinctive lines due to metal 

ablation from electrodes were present in the spectra. The emission spectrum represents a cumulative 

contribution of all oxidant species necessary for E. coli disinfection. Beside these oxidant species, 

some consequential oxidants like H2O2 and O3 are may be generated due to possible chemical reactions 

[268, 269], when the discharge occurs in water. Although their quantitative or qualitative analysis, that 

require chemical probe method [270, 271], for observing their dissolved amount in water, was not 

conferred in this article to desist chemical effects on E. coli, but their actuality in plasma treated water 

was scrutinized by innumerable  researchers. 

  The vitality of plasma discharge and the generation of chemical reactive species were detected more 

at higher oxygen injection rate. The admixing of hydrogen peroxide along with oxygen injection 

enhanced the concentration of reactive species. Although each oxidant specie have different redox  
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Fig. 7.5 (color online) The typical optical emission spectra of reactive chemical  

                  species useful for  E. coli inactivation which have enhanced yield rate due to mixing H2O2  

                  and O2 and have been observed in High Frequency Underwater Plasma Discharges for  

                 various values of O2 injection rates and H2O2.additions in water, accordingly, (a), (b), (c), 

                (d), (e) and (f). 

 

potential and inactivation power, but individual effects are not abundant, the existence of all of them 

(H2O2, O3, H,    , O) participate to inactivate E. coli. The concentration of reactive species was low 

with the absence of O2 and H2O2, but it was enhanced at higher oxygen injection rate and hydrogen 

peroxide inclusion.     radicals due to high redox potential (2.70V) can massacre E. coli and virus 

effectively by wrecking their cell membranes or walls [272]. The plasma generated H2O2 and O3 in 

water can contribute to E. coli inactivation.  
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7.4.3 Ozone concentration 

The concentarton of ozone was determined by indigo method as presented in chapter 4 of this thesis.  

 

Fig. 7.6 Concentration of ozone (O3) generated by underwater capillary discharge under different 

experimental conditions. 

 

 Figure 7.6 represents the concentration of ozone measured during different experimental conditions. 

Ozone (O3) causes E. coli inactivation through chemical reaction. E. coli being Gram negative is very 

sensitive to inactivation by O3 and it damages the membrane of E. coli and also causes loss of cell 

numbers. By mutating of E. coli, it causes membrane damage [247, 248].  At higher oxygen injection 

rates and in the presence of hydrogen peroxide the bacteria was observed effectively treated by plasma 

discharge as can be seen from agar plates in coming results.  

7.4.4 Plasma discharge inhibits rapid propagation and inactivation of E. coli 

 A 100 μl of E. coli (liquid form) was added to one liter of water reservoir and the water was rotated at 

250 rpm on moving shaker for overnight. The E. coli were active in this form and then under different 

experimental conditions the water was treated. The treated water was again rotated through shaker and 
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then spreaded over the LB agar plates the growth of E. coli was determined as process mentioned in 

section 2.  

The colony forming unit (CFU), for different results was computed by relation [273]: 

CFU= 
                                         

  
………………………. (2) 

  Since 100μl of liquid E. coli was added to 1 liter water reservoir, therefore the dilution factor (DF) is 

1.0001units/volume; Vo =1 L and number of colonies were counted by manual counting method.  

Fig. 7.7(a) represents pure E. coli Strain  concentration in water before plasma treatment, while Fig. 

7.7(b) represents untreated water and E. coli before plasma treatment without oxygen injection and 

without H2O2 addition and Fig. 7. 7(c). After Plasma Treatment without oxygen injection and H2O2 

addition while Fig. 7.7(d) after plasma treatment without oxygen injection and 0.35ml/L of H2O2 

addition in untreated water. The results showed that pure E. coli making high concentration of 

colonies, too numerous to count (TNTC) , while when 1 liter of water with DF=1.0002 units/Volume, 

is added then number of colonies were 350.002 CFU, after plasma treatment without oxygen and 

without hydrogen peroxide addition the colonies reduced to 300 CFU, and after 0.35ml/l of H2O2 the 

colonies remain 120 CFU. In Fig. 7.8 (a-d) the typical results of pure E. coli strain, oxygen injected 

discharge results, without any addition of hydrogen peroxide were represented. The oxygen addition 

generated reative species including ozone and     radicals that played an important role in sterilizing 

of E. coli. Fig. 7.9(a-d) represents the inactivation results of oxygen injected and hydrogen peroxide 

added discharge.  Fig. 7.10 (a, b) represents the E. coli inactivation efficiency of underwater plasma 

discharge under different expeimental conditions and     
 

  
 (kill rate) of E. coli respectively.  
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Fig. 7.7 Visual comparison of E. coli colonies concentration existence. 

(a): High concentration of E. coli colonies in agar plate with pure E. coli Strain  

concentration too numerous to count (TNTC). 

(b): Reduced to countable colonies after mixing 100 μl of strain to 1 liter water, before  

plasma treatment. 

(c): the countable colonies after Plasma Treatment without oxygen injection and 0 ml/L  

 H2O2;(d): the countable colonies after Plasma Treatment without oxygen injection and  

with 0.35ml/L H2O2. 
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Fig. 7.8 Typical results of ineffective action on E. coli by plasma treatment without any addition  

          of hydrogen peroxide. 

(a): after plasma treatment of pure E. coli strain concentration in water; 

(b): after plasma treatment with 100 sccm O2 injection; 

(c): after plasma treatment with 400 sccm  O2 injection; 

(d) after plasma treatment with 800 sccm O2 injection. 
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Fig. 7.9 Typical examples of the effective inactivation of E. coli by plasma treatment in  

           discharges with the H2O2 -adding in water and injection of O2. 

(a): after plasma treatment of pure E. coli strain concentration in water; 

(b): after plasma treatment with 100 sccm O2 injection and adding of 0.35 ml/L H2O2; 

(c): after plasma treatment with 400 sccm  O2 injection and adding of 0.35 ml/L H2O2; 

(d) after plasma treatment with 800 sccm O2 injection and adding of 0.35 ml/L H2O2. 
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  The samples of plasma treated water were tested after each 12 hours intervals, up-to 72 hours, 

without H2O2 addition and with H2O2 addition, under different oxygen injected rates respectively. The 

results demonstrated that with increase in oxygen injection rate and hydrogen peroxide addition, the 

inactivation efficiency increased, while the kill rate was also higher as represented by logarithmic ratio 

of number of colonies after plasma treatment to the initial number of colonies before treatment.   

  In the current study, we also conducted growth kinetic study of E. coli proliferation and inhibition by 

various experimental conditions (various oxygen injection and H2O2 addition rates) for plasma 

treatment.  The E. coli survival percentage was calculated by relation: 

% of Survival E. coli = 
                            

                         
 X 100…………………………………….. (3) 

The OD of Blank was (0.033-0.034, average=0.0335), OD of control was 1.13, while of OD test group 

varies for different plasma treatment conditions. Fig. 7.11 represents typical images of water samples 

and E. coli strain under different plasma treatment conditions. The addition of hydrogen peroxide and 

oxygen injected discharge sterilized water more effectively.   

  Fig. 7.12 represents kinetics of E. coli growth and E. coli survivability under different treatment 

conditions. Our findings showed that oxygen injected and H2O2 added discharge revealed higher anti-

E. coli cytotoxic then other only oxygen injected, only H2O2 added or discharge at absence of both.  

 It can be estimated from results that without oxygen injection and H2O2 addition, only electrical field, 

emitted shock waves due to plasma and ultraviolet (UV) radiations participate mainly in E. coli 

inactivation and reactive species generation as well. The direct interaction of shockwaves with the 

microorganisms existing in water, splitting of their DNA structure making them disables to regenerate 

themselves. The scattering of microorganism‘s colonies takes place within liquid, thus exposure to 

their inactivation factors raises.   
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Fig. 7.10 (color online) Dependences of the E. coli inactivation efficiency, η and the Kill rate,     
 

  
  

          (the reduction in E. coli colonies) versus the rate of O2-injection in underwater plasma  

          discharges with the add of H2O2 in water. 

(a): E. coli inactivation efficiency, η; 

(b):the Kill rate of E.coli colonies. 

 

 

Fig. 7.11 Typical images of untreated and treated water samples. 

(a): sample with Pure E. coli strain;  

(b): sample with untreated water containing E. coli; 

(c): sample with H2O2 mixed water containing E. coli which treated by plasma discharge 

without oxygen injection; 

(d): sample with H2O2 mixed water containing E. coli which treated by plasma discharge 

with oxygen injection. The oxygen injected and H2O2 mixed plasma discharge effectively 

 sterilized water from E. coli.  
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The existence of high voltage across the electrodes and large current with in discharge, cause the 

formation of thermal plasma channel, which emits highly intensive UV radiations, effective for E. coli 

inactivation.  

  

 

Fig. 7.12 (Color online) The % of viable bacteria in water containing E.coli after its underwater 

            discharge treatment versus the rate of oxygen injection for two conditions related to 

            adding of hydrogen peroxide in the water.  

 

  The E. coli inactivation results were effective after plasma treatment. The colonies were enumerated 

after every 12 hours, from same agar plates and new agar plates prepared from same water samples 

preserved at -20
0
C, and it was found that there was no remarkable effect of E. coli rebirth even after 72 

hours. The percentage of E. coli viability was reduced significantly due to oxygen injection and H2O2 

addition simultaneously.  

7.5 Conclusions 

1). Oxygen injected, H2O2 added underwater plasma discharge is a non-toxic and effective method for  

      E. coli inactivation. 

2). The injection of oxygen (100 -800) sccm and standard amount of H2O2 (0.35 ml/L) addition  
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      enhanced the concentration of ozone,     radicals, reactive oxygen, reactive hydrogen, intensity  

     of shock waves and UV radiations that raised the inactivation efficiency and reduced drastically  

     the survival rate of E. coli to zero.  

3). At high oxygen injection rate, strength of discharge, power of discharge pulses and E. coli  

     inactivation efficiency was high, while required breakdown voltage was reduced.  

4). After plasma treatment no remarkable re-growth of E. coli takes place in the water. 
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8 Summary 

   Use of underwater plasma discharge for sterilization of drinking water, waste water treatment and for 

other industrial application is a well-known, non-toxic and quick method.  Due to high dielectric 

strength of water the power consumption is the major issue that needs to be resolved for its 

applications on large scale. Among them the relation between physical characteristics of underwater 

plasma discharge and yield rate of oxidant species is very important. A flowing water gas injected and 

non-gas injected capillary discharge is suitable for such diagnostics and testing for various 

applications. The experiments were performed by using negative DC power source and high frequency 

power source separately, under different types of gasses (argon, air and oxygen) at various gas 

injection rates and different inter-electrode gap distances. The addition of hydrogen peroxide was also 

tested to compare the effect of only underwater discharge to hydrogen peroxide added discharge on the 

production rate of oxidant species. The electrical and chemical characteristics of tab water and high 

conductivity water were tested and the application of capillary discharge on Gram- negative 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) was performed.  

    The results are composed of three sections; section one negative DC, second section high frequency 

AC and third section application of bacterial disinfection.  

     In first part of section one, the flowing water capillary discharge was created by using negative DC 

after injecting air and oxygen. Compared to other research on underwater plasma discharges, where 

high voltage sources that can deliver large power are needed, in this research the required power 

consumption to generate and sustain the plasma was drastically reduced by using gas injection. 

Compared to air, oxygen is more effective for creating low-voltage breakdown and inducing a high 

concentration of     radicals. Based on the characteristics of the discharge observed in the experiment 

conducted in this study, including the current transfer by electrons, the gap bridging by the discharge 

current, the ionization of the gap inside the channel and water bubbles, the emission of strong, but 

short-lived, UV rays, the increase in energy per pulse, and the average power of the discharge pulses 

occurring in one second, we were able to categorize the discharge as a pulsed arc plasma discharge. 
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Water sterilization using plasma-assisted technology is maximum, quick, and more effective than that 

using only chemical method.  

     In second experiment of first section, using negative DC a relation between physical; and chemical 

characteristics was made. The electron temperature and electron number density was calculated by 

using intensity-ratio method and Gig-Card theory respectively. The average electron number density 

was observed 10
17

cm
-3

, and electron temperature was 0.5-1.6 eV under different experimental 

conditions. Increase in gas injection rate increased the power of discharge pulses, which resulted in an 

increase in electron temperature and number density. The electron temperature of oxygen injected 

discharge proved highest then air and argon due to high emission intensity of hydrogen Ballmer lines. 

The chemicals reactions that took place after discharge occurrence affected by electron temperature 

rather than electron number density. The electronegative characteristic of oxygen reduced the electron 

number density; therefore argon contains highest electron number density then oxygen and air.  The 

oxidant reactive species (
•
OH, O3 and H2O2) has direct relation with Te, for argon, air and O2. 

      In first experiment of second section, diagnostics of argon injected hydrogen peroxide added high 

frequency underwater capillary discharge was performed. The addition of hydrogen peroxide along 

with argon injection generated stronger plasma and high intensity of reactive species especially 
•
OH 

radicals.  Addition of hydrogen peroxide effected chemical properties and have no remarkable effect 

on electrical characteristics, especially conductivity of water. Argon gas injection generated bubbles 

and gas channels that reduced the required breakdown voltage for long gap flowing water discharge. 

The frequency and electrical power of discharge pulses increased while time difference between the 

occurrence of discharge pulses and breakdown voltage was reduced at higher argon injection rates.    

   In second experiment of second section, Effect of Water Conductivity on the Generation of     

Radicals in High Frequency Underwater Capillary Discharge was tested. At large conductivities less 

breakdown voltage was needed, that can be more reduced by injecting gas from external source. At 

large conductivities, electrical power of discharge pulses was observed higher. Long gap discharge, 

with argon injection and with high frequency source produce high concentration of      radicals, 
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compared to non-gas injected and short gap distance. The problem of power consumption at large gap 

distances and at low or high conductivities was solved by using high frequency source.  High 

frequency source proved useful for creating long gap flowing water discharge at less power 

consumption and less breakdown voltage.  

   In third experiment of second section the large volume of water was treated by connecting twenty 

capillaries in parallel. The previous research demonstrated that oxygen injected discharge is highly 

useful therefore 100-800 sccm of oxygen was injected into the capillary tubes. The increase in gas 

injection rate not only reduced the required input power enormously low but also increased oxidant 

species especially     radicals. The connection of many capillaries in parallel is an effective way of 

large volume water treatment.   

   In section three, application of high frequency underwater plasma discharge in antibacterial activity 

was performed. Oxygen injected, H2O2 added underwater plasma discharge was used to inactivate 

Gram-negative E. coli.  Oxygen injected, H2O2 added underwater plasma discharge is a non-toxic and 

effective method for E. coli inactivation. The injection of oxygen (100 -800) sccm and standard 

amount of H2O2 (0.35 ml/L) addition  enhanced the concentration of ozone,     radicals, reactive 

oxygen, reactive hydrogen, intensity of shock waves and UV radiations that raised the inactivation 

efficiency and reduced drastically the survival rate of E. coli to zero. At high oxygen injection rate, 

strength of discharge, power of discharge pulses and E. coli     inactivation efficiency was high, while 

required breakdown voltage was reduced. After plasma treatment no remarkable re-growth of E. coli 

takes place in the water.  
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